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ABSTRACT 

 

As the development of internet technology is raising, the volume of information 

used for the internet users also increase in the web. Users can apply that information 

and give opinions for decision making system. Sentiment analysis also known as 

opinion mining is a task of text categorization methods that take opinion presented in a 

piece of text. An active research area is the sentiment analysis of text documents. The 

essential text resources found on social media, such as reviews, comments, tweets, 

posts, opinions, and articles, are available in a variety of languages. These could be 

analyzed to learn more about people's attitudes, beliefs, and feelings concerning various 

topics and products. With a focus on the Asian Language Treebank, news from Ministry 

of Information website(www.moi.gov.mm), and comments from social media webpage 

(www.facebook.myanmarcelebrity.com.mm), this paper aims to target news and 

comment of sentiment analysis in Myanmar social media. In order to categorize the 

sentiment polarity of each social media comment into "positive," "negative," or 

"neutral,”, automated analyzer methods were proposed in this paper. 

This system constructs corpus for news comments for Myanmar language. The 

datasets were then split into training and testing datasets, with the training dataset being 

randomly split in a non-overfitting way using the cross-validation approach. In order to 

improve the performance of the classifier, the case of imbalanced datasets was then 

considered. The hyperparameters were modified to improve the performance and 

outcomes of the classification. In addition, a number of information visualization 

techniques were used to display the results, indicate how effectively the classifiers 

performed, and highlight the key terms that had an impact on the classification process. 

 Feature weighting and selection are required in sentiment analysis to get more 

efficiency. The proposed system implements sentiment analysis system for Myanmar 

News and comments. TF-IDF and N-gram are used for feature weighting and 

extraction. Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning methods that 

analyze data and recognize the patterns that are used for classification. Hyperparameter 

optimization is used to find the set of specific model configuration arguments that does 

in the best performance of the model. Random search is an algorithm in which random 
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combinations of hyperparameters are chosen and applied to train a model. The best 

random hyperparameter combinations are choosed. This system improves the Myanmar 

news sentiment analysis system using SVM with Random search optimization. This 

system also studies the machine learning algorithms for Myanmar sentiment analysis 

system. This system showed that the comparison results of Naïve Bayes, Linear SVC, 

and Linear SVC with random search optimization. Linear SVC with 

RandomizesearchCV has the highest performance. 

This system shows the most significant terms that had an impact on the 

classification process as well as the classifiers' performance. The results were then 

presented, along with ideas for how to optimize them in the further and information on 

how well the suggested systems worked.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The development of Web 2.0 technologies has increased and provided many 

chances for opinions mining, not only of the general public data but also of 

organization, entertainment, and diplomacy. Sentiment analysis has been more popular 

in recent years for automatic customer satisfactions analysis of online services such as 

blogging and social network as it can provide business insights by classifying public 

opinions on social data. It is widely used in data mining, text mining, web mining and 

information retrieval. Sentiment analysis is one of the text mining techniques. Forums, 

blogs, review sites etc. give the freedom to society to talk the sense with no limitations. 

News is important for real life with number of reasons in a society. News is mainly 

informed to the public about events that are take placed around world and may influence 

world. All text data is coming from by the opinions of the people that gives a new way 

to classify those group of data. Labeling those data depend on sentiments have a better, 

clearer and a strong insight to the user. Sentiment analysis also involved a main role in 

classifying and tagging important news and information from the more casual content 

[42]. Applications of sentiment analysis are widely applied to many possible areas such 

as commercial, political, education, and so many societies. News can also be used for 

entertainment to give an interference of information. News can provide people feeling 

related too. News is an important place of social gathering place too and can be taken 

by either online or physical place. There are many different sentiment analysis systems 

for different languages by using different algorithms, levels, and resources. So, 

Myanmar automatic sentiment analysis system is not widely applied. Therefore, 

developing sentiment analysis systems for Myanmar documents is a challenging task 

due to the scarcity of language resources like automatic tools for part of speech tagger, 

feature selection and stemming etc. 

In this research, an automatic sentiment analysis system for Myanmar news is 

proposed. The proposed system is implemented by using supervised learning approach. 

For the training data set, news from Myanmar media websites are collected for  data 

set. N-Gram and TF-IDF are used as a feature selection and extraction method and 

improved support vector machine is applied in implementing the text classifier.  
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1.1 Motivation 

Recently, there is no widely used sentiment analysis system for Myanmar 

language. Sentiment analysis has been a considerable effort from industry and 

academia. Opinionated postings in social media have helpful to redevelop businesses, 

and sway public sentiments and emotions, which have more effected on social and 

political systems. Sentiment analysis applications have widely spread to almost every 

possible application. The practical applications and industrial interests have provided 

strong motivations for research in sentiment analysis. Therefore, improved sentiment 

analysis systems for Myanmar news are needed to implement.  

 

1.2 Opinion Mining 

Opinions are mainly to almost all human tasks and are essential impacts of their 

manners. Opinion and its associated entities such as sentiments, validations, attitudes, 

and emotions are the content of opinion mining field. Sentiment analysis is the field of 

study that analyzes people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and 

emotions for products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, topics, and 

their attributes. Sentiment analysis applications have widely spread to almost many 

domains such as consumer products, services, healthcare, financial services, and social 

events and political elections. Sentiment analysis has generally in three level such as 

document level, sentence level, and aspect or word level. Sentiment analysis is done by 

three approaches such as machine learning approach, lexicon-based approach, and 

hybrid approach [36].  

 

1.3 Machine Learning 

Machine learning regularly defines to the variations in systems that do functions 

related with AI. Such functions contain recognition, diagnosis, planning, robot control, 

prediction, etc. There are many techniques in machine learning derive from the 

psychologist’s decision to get more precise their theories of animal and human learning 

by using computational models. Generally, three machine learning methods such as 

supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and semi-supervised learning are used in 

today [65]. 
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 1.4 Problem Statement 

With the explosive development of social media on the Internet, most people 

and societies are widely using the content in these media for decision making. Today, 

if one needs to buy a product, there are a lot of user reviews and suggestions in public 

forums on the Internet about the product. For societies, there are no longer needed to 

connect surveys, opinion polls, and focus groups in order to get public opinions due to 

abundance of such information publicly available. But, searching and computing 

opinion on the Web occurs difficulty task because of the spreading of many different 

sites. Each site typically consists of large number of opinions that is not usually easily 

defined in long blogs and forum postings. The reader will not have easily identifying 

related sites and extracting and analyzing the opinions in them. So, automated sentiment 

analysis systems are required and real-life applications are courses of why sentiment 

analysis is a popular research problem. It has a main challenge as a NLP research topic 

research problems related to the existing research NLP problem. It uses every aspect of 

NLP, e.g., anaphora resolution, negation handling, and word sense disambiguation, 

which are difficult to solve problems in NLP. However, it is applied to perceive that 

sentiment analysis is a mainly constricted NLP problem because the system does not 

require to fully interpret the semantics of each sentence or document but only requires 

understanding some aspects of it, i.e., positive or negative sentiments and their target 

topics. Therefore, sentiment analysis gives a significant platform for NLP researchers 

to make development on all appearances of NLP with the mainly huge practical 

impress. 

 

1.5 Objectives of the Research 

The aim of this research is to do sentiment analysis system for Myanmar 

language. This system uses machine learning method to model classifier of sentiment 

of news dataset. The primary goal of the research is to optimize support vector machine 

with Random search optimization algorithm. The framework will be applied to search 

sentiment orientation of news that could help in the environment to care and overcome 

difficult situations. The specific objective of this research area are shown in below: 

1. To analyze large volume of specific news articles and find positive, neutral, 

and negative opinion  
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2. To explore various sentiment analysis/opinion mining approaches 

3. To improve SVM classification with Random search optimization in 

sentiment analysis 

4. To develop a sentiment analyzer for Myanmar language 

 

1.6 Target of the Research 

The research is concentrated on establishing an improved SVM to sentiment 

analysis methods. These target works involve the following: 

(i) Determining the past opinion mining methods and their natures 

(ii) Analyzing the Myanmar languages to get the highest expressing power for 

sentiment corpus 

(iii) Studying the improved SVM’s quality measurements 

(iv) Introducing an improved SVM classification algorithm with N-gram and 

TF-IDF features to satisfy the SVM quality 

(v) Evaluating the improved SVM performance measurement  

(vi) Proving error analysis of an improved SVM 

 

1.7 Contributions of the Research 

The item of the research intended to provide in following: 

• This system constructs sense annotated corpus for Myanmar language. 

• This system proposes sentiment analyzer for Myanmar news by using 

Random search optimization 

The research constructs news sentiment corpus and integrate existing news’ data 

and applied machine learning methods such as naïve bayes, support vector machine 

(SVM), and improved support vector machine with random search optimization. As a 

result, randomize optimization method is defined to improve SVM’s performance. 

1. This paper presents and develops most appropriate methods for pre-

processing, feature extraction, and classification of sentiment analysis. The proposed 

system will improve the analysis of sentiment information. Moreover, pre-processing 

will process in many steps such as word segmentation, tokenization, and stop words 

removing. And then, N-gram will also be applied for feature extraction. Combinations 

of N-gram are used in this proposed system. Combination of unigram and bigram 
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feature is giving better performance results for Myanmar text than other N-gram 

features [36]. 

2. This paper shows on the efficiency of pre-processing with different 

combinations of feature weighting schemes on Myanmar text and finding the benefit of 

using improved algorithms in Myanmar sentiment analysis. 

 

1.8 Structure of the Research 

 This dissertation is structured with six chapters, involving starting of sentiment 

analysis, the important role sentiment analysis in several domains, problem issues, aims 

and contributions of the research. Chapter 2 studies and records the many resources to 

sentiment analysis and opinion mining methods that are concerning with the 

dissertation. The backgrounds theory of opinion mining and machine learning, the 

differences in resources are expressed in Chapter 3. The flow of design and developing 

the proposed system and algorithms for sentiment analysis are explained in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 shows the performance evaluation of the experiment by measuring with 

machine learning algorithms and improved support vector machine algorithm’s quality 

measurement metrics and processing time. Finally, Chapter 6 expresses conclusion 

drawn from this research effort and outlines the future tasks to carry on with it.    
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In this chapter, the review of related works of the sentiment analysis and opinion 

mining is described. The literature study and background investigation for sentiment 

analysis, Myanmar sentiment analysis, and Myanmar language are presented in this 

chapter. It also describes the many types of sentiment analysis as well as its stages, jobs, 

and difficulties. The chapter gives details on the feature selection process and offers 

information on news and social media sentiment analysis. The adopted sentiment 

analysis methods for news and social network data are then highlighted, along with the 

sentiment analysis topics covered in scholarly works. The chapter concludes with a 

discussion of Myanmar sentiment analyses in terms of linguistic peculiarities, 

difficulties, and scholarly contributions. There are three mainly different levels in task 

for sentiment analysis system such as document, sentiment, and aspect or entity level. 

• Document level: In this level, sentiments are classified for the whole document 

is positive, negative, and neutral opinion. For example, a product or event 

review is determined to classify sentiment of overall opinion. This level can 

analyze every document or event have a single entity and not to evaluate or 

compare multiple entities. 

• Sentence level: The level is responsible for a task to determine sentence is 

positive, negative, and neutral opinion. This task is related to subjectivity 

classification.  

• Entity and Aspect level:  Both the document level and the sentence level 

analysis do not find what exactly people liked and disliked. Aspect level that is 

also called feature level does finer-grained analysis. Opinion targets are 

presented by different entities and/ aspects. The aim of this analysis is to find 

sentiments on entities and/or their aspects [42].   

There are three methods that have been adapted from machine learning and 

lexicon-based to deep learning approaches. Research mainly developed mainly 

emphasis on the use of corpus-based methods in this research. All of the related 

approaches and works are discussed in later. And then, finish with a consideration on 
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the current research to this research that will find suggestion in relation to corpus-based 

sentiment analysis for Myanmar news.  

 

2.1 Sentiment Analysis  

The goal of sentiment analysis, is also called opinion mining, is to examine how 

people feel about various types of items, including people, themes, issues, services, 

organizations, services, products, events, and their characteristics. This is a large area 

of research. A number of names, including opinion extraction, subjectivity analysis, 

emotion analysis, opinion mining, sentiment mining, review mining, and affect 

analysis, can be used to describe sentiment analysis. However, all of the aforementioned 

phrases fall either within the sentiment analysis or opinion mining umbrella. The field 

of sentiment analysis is an important research area in applied linguistics. The 

significance of sentiment analysis is recognized in a variety of fields, including political 

science, education, and marketing. Furthermore, sentiment analysis or opinion mining 

extracts information by determining the data that indicate negative, positive, or neutral 

texts in given documents. This extraction could be accomplished using machine 

learning, natural language processing, and statistics, which aid in determining the 

polarity of a given record. The extracted critique, feedback, or comment may contain 

sentiments that can be used as a valuable indicator for a variety of purposes. 

It is possible to classify a sentiment as either negative, positive, or neutral, or to 

use an n-point scale to assign it a rating such as "very awful," "bad," "satisfying," 

"good," or "very good." Each of the earlier classes creates an emotion. Corporations 

can use this approach to assess the market acceptance of their products and help them 

develop plans to improve the quality of their offerings. Additionally, legislators or 

policy makers may benefit from using sentiment analysis to assess public opinion on 

issues, services, or programs. Due to the widespread use of social media, it is vital for 

many marketers, other players in the social media sector, and outside agencies to 

analyze the feelings and emotions of social media users. 

 

2.2 Machine Learning Method 

Most of the research are developed on the use of machine learning and deep 

learning techniques in sentiment classification. 
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2.2.1 Supervised Machine Learning 

 The field of text classification well-motivated through supervised machine 

learning algorithms utilized with sentiment-labelled training data to analyze the 

sentiment of unlabeled test data. Initially, standard text pre-processing, feature selection 

and vector-space representation make use of the training and test data. Therefore, at the 

training phase, model is trained by using machine learning algorithm. And then, at the 

testing/prediction phase, documents are classified that are previously unseen by the 

model.  

There are many different sentiment analysis systems for different languages by 

using different algorithms, levels, and resources. In previous work, sentiment analysis 

system by using ensemble classifier that used trip advisor review. The system applied 

bag of word model for feature selection and support vector machine, logistics 

regression, and naïve bayes are employed to categorize reviews while forming an 

ensemble classifier [34]. Sentiment analysis system for feedback marketplace at aspect 

level feature is developed by using support vector machine algorithm to classify 

consumer review of marketplace with N-gram and TF-IDF features [65]. 

News sentiment analysis system for business is developed by using Weka tool 

for data preprocessing and feature generation. And then, they used naïve bayes 

algorithm to classify news article [56]. Bollywood song lyrics corpus annotated with 

sentiment polarity that was created by three annotators. They classified with support 

vector machine, Multinomial naïve bayes, and Bernoulli naïve bayes [25].  Machine 

learning algorithms is implemented for sentiment analysis system. They analyzed three 

machine learning algorithms for opinion mining such as support vector machine, naïve 

bayes, and maximum entropy [35]. In the paper written by Bagarwal, V K Sharma, and 

N Mittal, Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) based method is applied with extracted 

sentiment-rich phrases by using Part of Speech (POS) based rules and dependency 

relation in the document [33].  

PranavWaykar, Kailash Wadhwani, Pooja More from Department of 

Computer Engineering, DYPIET, Pimprihas developed sentiment classification system 

using supervised approach. The unigram algorithm was applied to derive feature set 

from twitter dataset and Naïve Bayes classifier was then used on derived features for 
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final categorization [42]. The algorithm is used for extracting bi gram feature. The 

research applied methods using R Studio software.  

M.Kanakaraj and R.M.R.Guddeti presented the implementation of sentiment 

analysis to search the polarity value of opinions in text selected from e-commerce 

magazines and blogs in Arabic language. They implemented a small emotion converter 

and an elongated words checker. Features are represented n-gram range (unigrams, 

bigrams, tri-grams, mixture of unigrams and bigrams, mixture of bigrams and trigrams, 

mixture of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams) for feature extraction. In standard corpus, 

the highest result value is obtained by unigram, compound of unigram and bigram, and 

compound of unigram, bigram, and trigram by using Arabic light stemming and Naïve 

Bayes classifier. In preprocess stemmed corpus, the best performance result is obtained 

by using support vector machine in the union of unigrams and bigrams, combination 

unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams[33]. Thititorn Seneewong Na Ayutthaya and 

Kitsuchart Pasupa implemented sentiment analysis system for Thai children’s stories. 

They developed combination of part-of-speech and sentic features. They implemented 

SA system by combining Bidirectional Long Short-term Memory and Convolutional 

Neural Networks models. They used 40 Thai stories and got the highest performance 

result of f1 score 78.79 [25]. C. J. Varshney, A. Sharma and D. P. Yadav proposed 

sentiment analysis system using ensemble method. They used twitter dataset and used 

TFIDF vectorizer with n-gram methods for feature selection. They compared 

classification algorithms such as Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, Logistic 

Regression, Naïve Bayes, and SGD classifier and combined these algorithms with 

ensemble method[59]. Maria Pontiki, Dimitris Galanis, John Pavlopoulos, Harris 

Papageorgiou, Ion Androutsopoulos, and Suresh Manandhar developed aspect-based 

sentiment analysis system of SemEval14. They used laptop and restaurant review 

dataset and. They used firstly supervise machine learning and then extend to latent 

semantics discovery (LDA) and the method established on sentiment vocabularies[57]. 

Georgios Paltoglou and Mike Thewall presented feature weighting scheme from 

information retrieval to increase performance of sentiment analysis. Authors applied 

movie reviews, multi-domain sentiment corpus and BLOGS06 corpus and test with 

different weighting method such as classic tf.idf weighting schemes, Delta tf.idf 

schemes, and SMART and BM25 tf.idf scheme by using SVM method [68]. 
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G.Paltoglou and M. Thelwall implemented sentiment analysis system that used TF-IDF 

weighting transformation and support vector machine classification method. And then 

they used twitter user comment database for dataset [47].  

 

2.2.2 Unsupervised Machine Learning 

 Carlos Henríquez Miranda and Edgardo Buelvas  implemented an unsupervised 

sentiment analysis system for Spanish language. They used restaurant opinion corpus 

and external libraries such as Freeling to process part of speech tagging (POS) and 

MCR to extract aspect-based feature that use attenuation and negation. The system is 

intended to fit any language and domain. Point-wise mutual information (PMI) is used 

to calculate sentiment polarity [42]. M. Fernández-Gavilanes and T. Álvarez-López and 

Jonathan Juncal-Martínez and E. Costa-Montenegro and Francisco, and J. González-

Castaño propose unsupervised sentiment analysis for online textual messages such as 

tweets and reviews. This system used classification algorithms that holds ways to 

process natural language and different types of emotion characteristics originally 

obtained from sentiment lexicons. And then, use dependency parsing to evaluate tweet 

polarity and sentiment words to consider special structure and linguistics structure of 

message. Results from the Cornell Movie Review Obama-McCain Debate and 

SemEval-2015 datasets demonstrate the system's competitive performance and 

robustness[22]. Xia Hu, Jiliang Tang, Huiji Gao, and Huan Liu investigate whether the 

signals can provide an integrated leverages to sentiment analysis model that have two 

essential section of emotion sign and emotion interrelation These signals are combined 

into an unsupervised learning for sentiment analysis.  And then, trained on two Twitter 

datasets to search the existence of emotion [59]. 

 X. Hu, J. Tang, H. Gao, and H. Liu developed a sentiment analysis method 

based on K-means and online transfer learning. The source domain data and a small 

number of target domain data are preprocessed for text segmentation and stop words 

deletion. And then, map the text to word vector by using Word2Vec model. Authors 

first used the K-means clustering algorithm to generate data from one or multiple source 

domains and selected the data similar to target domain data to model the classifier [31]. 

S. Wu , Y. Liu1, J. Wang and Q. Li implemented a model for searching sentiment class 

in reviews by using unsupervised method. This model uses a generalized method to 
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learn multi-word class and a set of rules is used to take number of the effect of an 

opinion word on detecting the class. A new measurement based on mutual information 

and aspect frequency is used to calculate result of algorithm [60]. Toma´s Hercig , 

Toma´s Brychc  , Luka´s Svoboda , Michal Konkol, and Josef Steinberger participated 

employing only unsupervised or weakly-supervised approaches for SemEval-2015 task 

12. They required minimum annotated or hand-crafted content and use Word2Vec to 

force in-domain semantic matches of words for many of the involved subtasks. 

SemEval 2014.  use labeled and unlabeled corpora within the restaurant’s domain for 

two languages: Czech and English to show that their models improve the (aspect-based 

sentiment analysis) ABSA performance and demonstrate the value of our strategy. They 

created word clusters and used as feature. And then, used unsupervised stemming 

algorithm (HPS) and show that GloVe and CBOW model seem to be the best [57]. 

Xinxin Guan, Yeli Li, Hechen Gong , Huayan Sun, and Chufeng Zhou develop 

improved sentiment analysis system for book review using SVM and Bayes 

algorithms[31]. They used 4000 review data set for book Douban reading and 

implement construct sentiment dictionary for book review.  Jaspreet Singh, Gurvinder 

Singh & Rajinder Singh improved sentiment analysis system using machine learning 

classifier. Three review dataset such two Amazon product and one IMDB movie review 

are used with Naïve Bayes, J48, BFTree and OneR for optimization of sentiment 

analysis [55]. Himani Khullar and Amritpal Singh proposed a sentiment analysis and 

sarcasm detection by using bagged gradient boosting with particle swarm optimization 

for feature selection and noisy data removing [55]. 

  

2.3 Lexicon-Based Method 

The lexicon-based approach relies on large set of known and pre-trained domain 

sentiment words. It is subdivided into dictionary-based and corpus-based approaches 

applied to search the polarity score from huge corpus. The dictionary-based approach 

finds the opinion word and searches its synonyms and antonyms in the source list to 

calculate the polarity from a dictionary. The corpus-based approach is an approach 

which used an individual domain developed by individual. So, the sentiment words in 

the corpus are specified by context. The lexicon-based scheme is used to find 

sentiments from subjectivity lexicons to develop a corpus-based dictionary by 
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remodeling the insights of the co-occurrence and conjunction method. These lexicons 

contain sentiment words that are also called opinion words listed with their polarity and 

strength. Khin Zezawar Aung and Nyein Nyein Myo generated opinion of student 

feedback comments. They used English sentiment lexicon for student feedback related 

to teacher. They represented polarity score of opinion and polarity level such as strongly 

negative, negative, weakly negative, strongly positive, positive, weakly positive, and 

neutral. This lexicon defined polarity score value range from -3 to +3 and sentiment are 

calculated by heuristic method [56].  

 T. Al-Moslmi, M. Albared, A. A l-Shabi, N. Omar, and S. Abdullah developed 

Arabic sentiment lexicon that contain 3880 positive and negative sense tagged with 

their part of speech, polarity score, direct senses, and inflected form. Their system 

described the corpus that contain 8860 positive and negative tagged review. Naïve 

bayes, KNN, SVM, logistics regression, and Neunet algorithms are trained with both 

sentiment lexicon and corpus. Results show that lexicon-based approach is better 

performance than corpus-based approaches [33]. 

 

2.4 Deep Learning  

W. L. K. Khine, N. T. T Aung implemented a convolutional neural network 

(CNN) model with the gating control mechanism for aspect level sentiment analysis. 

By using gating control technique, system can be more accurate and efficient in aspect 

filtering. They used different domains such as laptop, product, restaurant, and hotel and 

corpus such as IMDB, amazon, yelp, etc...[36]. M.T.A.Bangsa, S. Priyanta, Y. Suyanto 

implement sentiment analysis of product reviews. They classified aspect level for 

sentiment from reviews on Indonesian site www.bukalapak.com. Convolutional neural 

network (CNN) method is used and Word2vec is used for feature extraction [35]. 

Makoto Okada and Hidekazu Yanagimoto, and Kiyota Hashimoto developed sentiment 

analysis system for customer review of Amazon Product Review dataset and 

TripAdvisor Japanese review dataset. Gated convolutional neural networks model is 

used and then compared the best performance of gCNN faster than RNN in different 

datasets [45]. 

K. Devipriya, D. Prabha, V. Pirya, and S. Sudhakar developed deep learning 

model to classify sentiment online text. They trained with various deep learning 

http://www.bukalapak.com/
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algorithm and Word2vec feature and crate recommender system for various social 

applications [61]. Maha Heikal, Marwan Torki, Nagwa El-Makky implemented 

sentiment analysis system for Arabic tweets that use ensemble, CNN, and LSTM deep 

learning model. They used pretrain word2vector representation. This research showed 

that how DL algorithms can enhance the performance of sentiment analysis than the 

traditional machine learning algorithms for text-based analysis[29].   

 

2.5 Feature Selection 

Data can be represented as feature with numeric vector. Many different 

techniques are existed to transform data into feature that will be numeric form. Feature 

can be identified by scores and the highest scores value is selected for using in training 

model. A feature is important if it is greatly related with the relevant variable. The 

importance of feature score is to provide information for extract feature. The features 

of data will directly affect the learning models and the results may be better. 

Feature engineering is the transformation process of data into features to get 

better performance of system model. Feature extraction is a process of dimension 

reduction of feature that can be used in modelling. Feature selection identify the 

problems by choosing an entity that are most suitable to the problem [33]. 

Maria Mihaela Trușcă proposed support vector machine models using both TF-

IDF approach and Word2Vec and Doc2Vec neural networks for text data 

representation. In non-linear SVM, their results show that Word2Vec is outperformed 

than other Doc2Vec and TF-IDF. In linear case, TF-IDF is more efficient than other. 

Reuters 21578 dataset is used in the system. [57]. T. Georgieva-Trifonova, and M. 

Duraku developed text classification by using N-gram for feature selection. They used 

Reuters-21578 and Customer_feedback_bg dataset by using and feature selection in 

performed by using Relief algorithm, Chi-squared, Information gain, and Gini index. 

K-NN, Decision tree, Deep Learning, the rule-based classifiers RIPPER (JRip), Ridor, 

PART algorithms are applied in this system for classification[47]. A. Yang, J. Zhang, 

L. Pan, and Y. Xiang developed enhancement of sentiment analysis for twitter by 

utilizing feature selection and combination. They combined sentiment lexicon and 

unigram of high information gain and classified by using six machine learning 

algorithms and show that multinomial naïve bayes is better than other in efficiency[61]. 
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M. Pontiki, D. Galanis, J. Pavlopoulos, H. Papageorgiou, I. Androutsopoulos, and S 

Manandhar developed sentiment classification model that use relative term frequency 

and inverse document frequency. Senti-TFIDF is evaluated on movie data.  

 

2.6 Summary 

 This chapter discusses the several different methods to sentiment analysis with 

theory, methodologies and application tools. Finding out the state-of-the-art opinion 

mining or sentiment analysis become one of the popular research areas for researchers 

to support sentiment analysis system to organization, product, and events. Those 

methods widely use the machine learning algorithms to classify the different opinion. 

And then, the machine learning will be learned by many researchers to develop 

prediction system for organization, products, events, and so on. According to the 

classifier’s measurement method, many metric calculations should be considered in 

different processes. In this chapter, the methods and aspect of sentiment analysis and 

various levels of sentiment analysis have been described. Generally, the semantic 

orientation and machine learning approaches for sentiment analysis have been 

described thoroughly. Sentiment analysis for Myanmar news has done with Naïve 

Bayes and Support Vector Machine. This paper used TF-IDF and N-gram for feature 

extraction with 3000 news data which contain 2000 positive news and 1000 negative 

news [62]. Sentiment analyzer for Myanmar news with Support Vector Machine, Naïve 

Bayes, and Logistics Regression algorithms is implemented with TF-IDF and 

Countvectorizr features. There are totally 3000 news that contain 2000 positive news 

and 1000 negative news from Asian Language Tree bank [63]. Comparing performance 

results of Support Vector Machine and K Nearest Neighbors are presented with TF-

IDF feature. Totally, 3000 news data that contain 2000 positive news and 1000 negative 

news is used for classification [64] .By comparing both approaches, the advantages and 

limitations of each approach are also considered, so several research problems have 

been defined. To resolve these conditions, a framework to analyze sentiments by using 

machine learning, optimizing algorithms with features is developed in this research. 

Optimizing support vector machine algorithm for Myanmar language did not apply in 

sentiment analysis system. In reality, SVM has many parameters for tuning to optimize 
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classifier’s accuracy. The common parameter needs to be considered in SVM 

optimization which is explained in next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

BACKGROUND THEORY 

 

In this chapter, descriptions about concepts and characters of word 

segmentation tools, feature extraction method, and machine learning algorithms with 

their common and differences among them are described. Moreover, optimizing 

approach for support vector machine is also presented. 

 

3.1 Segmentation 

 The process of breaking down written text into understandable components, 

such as syllable, words, sentences, or subjects, is known as text segmentation. 

 

3.1.1 Syllable Segmentation  

Myanmar script uses no space between syllable and words units for 

segmentation that represents a significant process in many NLP tasks such as text 

classification, machine translation, information retrieval and so on. Burmese characters 

have s round shape and script structure is arranged from left to right. There is no space 

between words but spaces are usually applied to split words and phrases. Syllables are 

basic component of words and syllable segmentation is important role in the language 

processing of Myanmar script. A Myanmar syllable contains one initial consonant, zero 

or more medial, zero or more vowels and dependent various signs. Independent vowels, 

independent various signs and digits can be considered as stand-alone syllables. As 

defined in the Unicode standard, the consonants are saved before vowels [41]. 

Examples of syllables segmentation are shown in following table. 

Table 3.1 Segmentation Result 

Myanmar Texts Segmented Results 

ဣစာသယ ၊ဣ၊စာ၊သ၊ယ 

ဧကရာဇ် ၊ဧ၊က၊ရာဇ ်

၀ကန္တဉာဏ် ၊၀ကန္တ၊ဉာဏ်၊ 
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   3.1.2 Word Segmentation  

 Word segmentation is the limitation of words without word divisor in 

orthography. Word segmentation is the very important task in language processing 

tasks [39]. Almost NLP tasks are necessary to segment given sentences into single 

bounded words prior to other tasks. Dictionary-based and machine learning approaches 

are existed to split the compound words.  In English and many other languages using 

some form of the Latin alphabet, space is a better measurement of a word splitter (word 

delimiter), but this idea has boundaries because of the variability with which languages 

respect apposition and compounds [41]. For example, in text classification, words 

should be firstly segmented into a range of terms and then extracted features from it 

and classify to get target class. For Asian languages, most research on this task has 

focused on the segmentation and morphological analysis of Chinese, Japanese, and 

Korean, for which the standard, state-of-the-art technique using conditional random 

fields has achieved satisfactory performance [66]. In Myanmar language, word 

segmentation is fundamental for language processing task as it does not consider white 

space to define the words like other Asian languages. This research uses Pyidaungsu 

python library that used CRF model for word segmentation [51]. 

 

3.2 N-Gram   

 N-gram is used as a language model that belong to bag of word model. N-gram 

is a series of word with size of length n and is feature selection process in speech and 

language processing. N-gram with size n=1 known as unigram and size n = 2 termed as 

bigram and then size n = 3 also defined as trigram. Performance of text analysis is 

related to text description [36]. The system performances with text representation are 

more enhancing. N-gram range for example after removing stop words is described in 

table. 

 

3.3 Feature Transformation 

In feature transformation, we apply a mathematical formula to a specific column 

(feature) and alter the values to make them more relevant for our further analysis. It is 

a method by which we can improve the performance of our models. It is often referred 
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to as "feature engineering," and it involves constructing new features out of preexisting 

ones in order to enhance the performance of the model. 

 

3.3.1 CountVectorizer 

The Countvectorizer is a simplest method for both text document vector and 

construct knowns word vocabulary. It also coded document into vector which contains 

vocabulary. These encoded vectors have vocabulary’s length and numbers of each word 

involved in the document. This vector is changed to array that can be easily applied by 

machine learning algorithm. 

 

3.3.2 TF-IDF 

TF-IDF is a feature weighting and extraction method that is used to determine 

importance of text in a document. TF-IDF is also type of the bag-of-words (BoW) 

model. So, it does not need to obtain text position, meaning, circumstance in different 

documents, etc. [36]. 

  TF is term frequency that describe number of the word showed in individual 

document in text corpus. Its value increases once the frequency of word inside the 

document increase. Formula of TF is as follows: 

 

𝑇𝐹(𝑡) =
(𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑡 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)

(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)
                                        (3.1) 

  

IDF is inverse document frequency that identified the weight of words in all documents 

in the corpus. The words that show hardly in the corpus raise in  IDF value. Formula of 

IDF is as follows: 

𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡) = log_ 𝑒
(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)

(𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑡)
                                        (3.2) 

Then, TF-IDF is calculated as follows: 

𝑇𝐹 − 𝐼𝐷𝐹 = 𝑇𝐹 ∗ 𝐼𝐷𝐹                                                      (3.3) 

3.4 Machine Learning Algorithms 

The key component in making such advances efficient and reliable on the 

market is the accuracy of machine learning (ML) models. When employed in real-world 
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situations, a model that is more accurate will produce precise results in a variety of 

cases, enhancing the customer experience. 

 

3.4.1 Support Vector Machine 

 Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the most widely used supervised 

machine learning algorithms which can be used for both classification and regression 

challenges. Each data item is put as a point in n-dimensional space (n is number of 

features) in which each feature has the value of a specific coordinate. Classification is 

done by finding the hyper-plane that classified the two classes very well. SVM defines 

the hyper plane that has the highest margin points [45, 46, 48]. 

The decision function is as follow: 

()=+b                                                                   (3.4) 

 The hyper plane function is as follow: 

                                   ()=+b=                                                                                           (3.5) 

 For positive case:  

                                      ()=+b >0                                                                                   (3.6) 

For negative case:  

                     ()=+b <0                             (3.7) 

Where, x is input vector, w is weight, and b is bias. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Support Vectors, Margin, and Hyperplane 
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Kernels are similarity functions that return inner products between data points. 

Kernels can often be computed efficiently even for very high dimensional spaces. Types 

of kernel functions are as follows: 

1. Linear 

K(x⃗i,x)= x⃗ix⃗                (3.8) 

f(x) = Σαiyi  K(x⃗i, x⃗)+ b=0              (3.9) 

2. Polynomial 

K(x⃗i,x)= (x⃗i.x⃗+1)h               (3.10) 

f(x) = Σαiyi  K(x⃗i, x⃗)+ b=0             (3.11) 

3. Radial basis function (RBF)             

K(x⃗i,x)= e-||x
i
-x||2/2σ2                 (3.12) 

f(x) = Σαiyi  K(x⃗i, x⃗)+ b=0             (3.13) 

4. Sigmoid etc 

K(x⃗i,x)=tanh(Kxi.x-σ)             (3.14) 

f(x) = Σαiyi  K(x⃗i, x⃗)+ b=0            (3.15) 

1. Linear: K(x⃗i,x)= x⃗ix⃗            (3.16) 

f(x) = Σαiyi  K(x⃗i, x⃗)+ b=0 

f(x) = Σαiyi  (x⃗ix⃗ )+ b    =0    

f(x) = ( Σαi yi  x⃗i)x⃗ + b    =0  

Σαiyi x⃗i= ⃗w 

Hyper plane:               F(x)= w⃗x⃗+b=0 

For positive case:       F(x)= w⃗x+b= 1 

For negative case:      F(x)= w⃗x+b= -1 

K(x⃗i,x⃗) is kernel function 

 x⃗ : support vector data 

 αi is largange multiplier and yi is the label of class. 

In this research, Linear kernel is used for classification because Linear kernel has less 

training time than other kernels. Linear SVC is almost used for text classification. 
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Advantages of SVM are as follows: 

• When there is a large gap between classes, SVM performs comparatively well. 

• In large dimensional spaces, SVM performs better. 

• If there are more dimensions than samples, SVM works well in certain 

situations. 

• SVM uses relatively little memory 

 

3.4.2 Random Search Optimization 

 Optimization is at the heart of machine learning. Rastrigin developed random 

search that is known for random optimization or random sampling. Identify a search 

space as a bounded domain of hyperparameter values and randomly sample points in 

that domain. It is a technique in which random combinations of the hyperparameters 

are applied to find the best solution for the model. Before the hyperparameter 

Output 

Label  

X1 W1 

X2 

W2 

 

X3 

Xn 

wn 

W3 

bias 
weight vector  

Figure 3.2 Support Vector Machine 

Feature Vector 
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optimization process starts, the number of evaluations in random search must be set in 

prior. The random search algorithm randomly makes an effort several predefined 

combinations, and then the hyperparameters are estimate, then the best results are 

extracted. Random search is proficient and can operate data with large volume well. A 

random search algorithm is a way that utilizes some kind of randomness or probability 

and is also called a stochastic algorithm in literature. Random search algorithms are 

applied for irregular optimization situation, where the goal can also be nonconvex, 

discontinuous, discrete, or mixed continuous-discrete domain. An optimization process 

with continuous variables contains several local optima. It is a methodology in which 

random combinations of the hyperparameters are applied to search the best solution for 

the model under examination. For example, instead of iterating through all 100,000 

samples, only 1000 random samples of hyperparameter sets are countered. The number 

of calculations in random search must be define in the beginning, earlier than the 

hyperparameter optimization operation come into existence, and, the complexity of 

Random Search running n evaluations is O(n)[34],[11],[66]. The algorithms of random 

search are shown in Figure 3.3 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Random Search Algorithm 

Process of randomized search with LinearSVC are presented in Figure 3.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1. Initialize algorithm parameters and iteration index 

Step 2. Generate a collection of candidate points according to a specific 

generator and associated sampling distribution. 

Step 3. Update iteration sequences based on the candidate points, previous 

iterates and algorithmic parameters. Also update algorithm parameters 

Step 4. If a stopping criterion is met, stop. Otherwise increment iteration and 

return to Step 1  
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Figure 3.4 Random Search-Linear SVC 

 

Randomized search is the most widely used method for hyper-parameter 

optimization like Grid search.  Advantages of random search algorithm are as follows: 

• A greatly broad class of optimization issues  

• In spite of being an asymptotic guarantee, provide integration 

• Is the best parameter search technique when there are a smaller number 

of dimensions  

• Reduced chance of overfitting and much faster than grid search 

 

Hyperparameters are the parameters that are well defined by the user to manage 

the process in learning model. To improve the machine learning model, and 

hyperparameter values are defined prior to learning process. Softening or maximizing 

of the margin is controlled by a regularization hyperparameter known as the soft-margin 

parameter, lambda, or capital-C (“C“).C is the regularization parameter that controls 

the trade-off between maximizing the separation margin between classes and 

minimizing the number of misclassified samples. A value of C indicates a hard margin 

and no tolerance for violations of the margin. Small positive values identify some 

violation, whereas large integer values, such as 1, 10, and 100 identify for a much softer 

margin. Learning algorithm will favor the majority class, as concentrating on it will 

lead to a better trade-off between classification error and margin maximization. 

The Linear SVC provide the class_weight argument that can be defined as a model 

1.Initiating the number of iterations of the parameter combination  

2. Initializing all values of the parameter  

3. Iterating random combinations of parameter values based on the number of 

iterations  

4. Conducting training using LinearSVC on training data 

5. Evaluating the resulting classifications with test data.  

6. Storing the best value from the classification result and the best parameter value 

combination  
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hyperparameter. The class_weight is a dictionary that defines each class label (e.g. 0 

and 1) and the weighting to apply to the C value in the calculation of the soft margin. 

A best practice for using the class weighting is to use the inverse of the class distribution 

present in the training dataset. 

 

3.4.3 Logistics Regression 

 Logistic regression is like a discriminant technique for analyzing categorized 

data. Logistic regression analysis (LRA) is an extended version of multiple regression 

technique that has categorical outcome. It describes on the regression formulation, odds 

ratios, confidence limits, likelihood, and deviance. It makes an extensive continuing 

analysis containing diagnostic extra reports and setup. It can do an independent variable 

choosing process that going-over for the finest regression model with the lowest 

independent variables [49, 50, 51]. 

The statistical formula for logistic regression is 

log (
𝑝

1
− 𝑝) = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1                         (3.17) 

Where, p = binomial proportion, x = explanatory variable b0 and b1= parameter. 

There are many benefits as shown below: 

• The training of logistic regression is very effective and easier to implement and 

analyze. 

• It doesn't make any assumptions about how classes are distributed in feature 

space. 

• It is simple to add several categories (multinomial regression) and a natural 

statistical approach on class predictions. 

• It gives an indication of a predictor's suitability (coefficient size), as well as the 

direction of relationship (positive or negative). 

• It classifies unfamiliar records fairly quickly. 

• It performs well when the dataset can be linearly separated and has good 

accuracy for a variety of simple data sets. 

• It can use model coefficients to determine the significance of a characteristic. 

• Although it is less likely to do so, high-dimensional datasets can cause 

overfitting in logistic regression. 
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• To prevent over-fitting in these cases, one may want to take into account 

regularization (L1 and L2) approaches. 

 

3.4.4 Naïve  Bayes 

 The Bayesian algorithm is applied as one of the probability models for 

classification. Naive Bayes not depended on features that the inclusion (or exclusion) 

of a particular feature is not correspond to the existence (or inexistence) of any other 

[13]. The probability of sentiment class given document is as follow: 

 P(c/d) =P(c)P(d/c)/P(d)              (3.18) 

Where, c is class and d=document 

P(d) has the equal value, so p(d) can be cut out. Document has many features, function 

can be as follows: 

𝑃 (
𝑐

𝑑
) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔max 𝑃(𝑐) ∏ 𝑝(

𝑓

𝑐
)𝑓∈𝐹                           (3.19) 

  

Where, F= features vector, c= sentiment class, d=document 

Advantages of working with NB algorithm are: 

• Need to have a small number of training data to learn the parameters 

• Can be trained relatively fast compared to sophisticated models 

• The main disadvantage of NB Algorithm is: 

• It is a decent classifier but a bad estimator 

• It works well with discrete values but won’t work with continuous values (can’t 

be used in a regression) [53] 

 

Advantages of naïve bayes have the following: 

• This algorithm is efficient and can greatly reduce processing time. 

• Naive Bayes works well for multi-class prediction issues. 

• It can outperform other models and needs a lot less training data if its 

assumption about the independence of characteristics is correct. 

• For categorical input variables as opposed to numerical variables, Naive Bayes 

is more appropriate. 
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Table 3.2 Sentiment Example 

Input Text မထက်အာားပပားပေပါတယ် 

Feature 'မ' 'ထက်'  'အာား' 'ပပား'  'ပေ' 

Output  Positive sense 

 

3.4.5 K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) 

KNN algorithm is also an idle learning method because the process for the 

predictions is suspended up to classification. The idea is to train the training dataset and 

then to test the new instance on the closest neighbors in the training dataset. The 

algorithm is processed on the rule that minimum distances from the test data to the 

training samples is chose. After defining rule, a simple measurement is applied to test 

dataset. Number of distances between the test data and the training samples are 

calculated by any standard means such as Euclidean distance. The distance of the 

training samples to the test samples must be less than or equal to Kth smallest distance. 

The performance of the predictions be determined by the distance measure [45].  

 

Euclidean Distance,  √∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)
2𝑘

𝑖=1            (3.20) 

Advantages of working with K Nearest Neighbor algorithm are: 

• More Understandable 

• No limitation in data 

• Can be used in classification and regression 

• Performed with multi-class problems 

Disadvantages of working with K Nearest Neighbor algorithm are: 

• More memory expensive 

• Sensitivity of data 

• Don’t well on scare variable [38] 
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3.4.6 MLP 

The multilayer perceptron is one of the most frequently used type of neural 

network. MLP can be applied for classification of linearly inseparable text and for 

function approximation. The basic features of multilayer perceptron’s are as follows: 

• Each neural network consists of a nonlinear animating function that has 

transmission. 

• One or more hidden layers are provided. 

• High connectivity degrees of network are existed for considering 

network’s weight. 

𝑢𝑘 = ∑ 𝑤𝑘𝑖𝑥𝑖      (3.21) 

𝑦
𝑘

= 𝜑(𝑢𝑘 + 𝑏𝑘                (3.22) 

𝑤𝑘𝑖 = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠, 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡, 𝑢𝑘 = 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟, 𝑏𝑘 = 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠, 𝑦𝑘 = 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 

The training proceeds in two phases: In the forward phase, the network’s 

weights are determined and the input signal is passed through the network layers. Thus, 

in this phase, changes are defined for renewing essential and provides outputs results. 

In the backward phase, an error signal is emitted by differentiating the network 

output with designated feedback. The transmitting error signal is transferred through 

the network layer, but the propagation is done in the backward direction. In this second 

phase, efficient adjustments are done to the network weight. Adjustments process for 

the output layer is simple, but it has more challenges for the hidden layers [53, 54]. 

Advantages are shown in follows: 

• It can be applied to resolve challenging nonlinear issues. 

• It effectively manages vast volumes of input data. 

• Following training, quickly makes predictions. 

• Even with less samples, the same accuracy ratio is still possible. 
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3.5 Summary 

After studying the nature and concepts of word segmentation, N-gram, TF-IDF, 

machine learning algorithms, and optimizing algorithms are learned. Feature are 

importance for text classification. Feature selection with N-gram is done in this system.  

Feature to vector transformation is input to classification algorithm. TF-IDF feature 

weighting and transformation is used for this paper. Machine Learning algorithm are 

used for classification. Training is firstly processed and then testing is done to predict 

result from training. Naïve Bayes, Linear SVC use in this paper. Optimization is the 

problem of searching the set of input parameter to a target model for maximizing 

performance and minimizing error. Optimizing Linear SVC algorithm has done with 

Random search algorithm. to have more accuracy to classify sentiment.   
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Figure 3.5 Multi-Layer Perceptron 
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CHAPTER 4 

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

 

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is an emerging technology that helps in 

reshapes an organization, product, event, and so on. Opinion mining is also one of the 

text mining techniques that analyze non-objectivity information held in document. The 

sentiment is defined as a class subject that has three orientations such as positive 

negative, and neutral. With the progress of internet technology, social media’s data has 

become a very popular due to the fast outgrowth in information science. Applications 

of sentiment analysis are mostly utilized in many domains, from finance, and education 

to organization. News can be taken from many materials and get precious and important 

knowledge for people. 

 

4.1 Data Collection and Corpus Building  

There are two data set in this system. Dataset 1 has fewer data (text sentence) 

than Dataset2. But, each sentence in Dataset1 has more words or feature than Dataset 

2. Dataset 1 is better performance in F1-score than Dataset 2. Dataset 2 is better in 

accuracy than Dataset 1. Firstly, news data are collected from Asian language treebank 

[67], www.moi.gov.mm, 7 days newsletters and eleven media. And then, manually 

tagged sentiment label as positive, negative, and neutral.  

News that feel happy, delighted, wonderful are defined as positive news.ေ ားလည်မှု , 

ဝမ်ားပ မာက် etc words are used as positive words . 

•  မေ်မာန္ိိုင်ငံ၏န္ှစ်၇၀ ပည ်လွတ်လပ်ပရားပေေ့အထိမ်ားအမှတ်အ ြစ်သမမတဦားထင်ပက ာ်

ထံ ကမ ာ  ပ ါင်ားပ ာင်မ ာားက ဝမ်ားပ မ ာက်ပကကာင်ား သဝဏ်လ ာ ပပားပိိုေ့ ကကသည် 

News that feels sad, nervous is defined as negative news. ပ ားအန္တရာယ်, ငလ င်လှုပ ်, 

word etc  are used as negative words 

• ငလျှင် လှုပ် က်မှုပကကာင ် အီရေ်မမိ ြို့ပတာ် တီဟီရေ် တွင်  ပည်သူမ ာား လမ်ားမမ ာား ပပေါ် 

ပ ပားထွက်    ရသည်  

http://www.moi.gov.mm/
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News that feels no emotion is identified as neutral sense.  ယှဉ်မပိ င ်, ပ ပာ ပ , သိ  င် 

words are neutral words. 

• ၂၀၁၀  ိုန္ှစ် အပထွပထွပရ ားပကာက်ပွ   တွင် ဝင်ပရာက် ယှဉ်မပိ င်    သည ်။ 

• အ ို  ိို ပေတ   သီ  င်ား ေ မည် ပလား ပ ပာ ပ ပါ 

• Rachel အသက် သိ  င် ပါတယ် 

 

Table 4.1 Dataset 1 

News Sentence 

Positive 3797 

Negative 3577 

Neutral 1143 

Total 8517 

 

Secondly, Myanmar News comments are collected from Myanmar 

celebrity.com website(www.facebook.myanmarcelebrity.com.mm) for training and 

testing data. This corpus is constructed by Haymar Su Aung and Win Pa Pa[6] and 

segmented by also using Pyidaungsu python library[67]. 

News that feels happy, delighted, wonderful are defined as positive news. 

 မထက်အာားပပားပေပါတယ် 

 ထက်ထက်မိိုားဦားကကိ က်တယ် 

News that feels sad, nervous is defined as negative news.  

 မင်ားသာားကမထက်ထက်ပတာင်ပ  ာက်ပေသလာားလိိုေ့      

file:///C:/Users/User/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/code%20and%20data/pos.txt
file:///C:/Users/User/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/code%20and%20data/neg.txt
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 ထက်ထက်ေ ေ့မန္ိှုင်ားေ ေ့အာ အညာသူမက ိုထိအညာစရိိုက်ကမပပ ာက် ူား 

ထက်ထက်ေ ေ့မန္ိှုင်ားပါေ ေ့မထက်ပလာက်အရညအ်  င်ားမရှိပါ 

Table 4.2 Dataset 2 

News Sentence 

Positive news 17974 

Negative news 8088 

Neutral news 5721 

Total 31783 

 

4.2 Preprocessing 

Preprocessing is the firstly process in so many natural languages process. Three 

preprocessing tasks are used in the system.  

• Word Segmentation is the basic process in natural language processing task that 

identified edges of word. Myanmar word segmentation is the task of setting spaces into 

text by excluding other replacing function. Examples of sentences are as shown in Table 

4.3:     

Table 4.3 Word Segmentation Example 

Input Text  Segmented Text 

မထက်အာားပပားပေပါတယ် မ ထက် အာား ပပား ပေ ပါ တယ် 

 

ထက်ထက်မိိုားဦားကကိ က်တယ် ထက် ထက်မိိုား ဦား ကကိ က်တယ် 
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မင်ားသာားကမထက်ထက်ပတာင်ပ  ာက်ပေသ 

လာားလိိုေ့      

မင်ားသာား က မ ထက် ထက် ပတာင် 

ပ  ာက် ပေ သလာား လိိုေ့       

 

ထက်ထက်ေ ေ့မန္ိှုင်ားေ ေ့အာ အညာသူမက ိုထိအညာ 

စရိိုက်ကမပပ ာက်  ူား 

ထက် ထက် ေ ေ့ မန္ိှုင်ား ေ ေ့ အာ  အညာ သူမ 

က  ို ထိ အညာ စရိိုက် က မ ပပ ာက် 

 ူား 

 

ထက်ထက်ေ ေ့မန္ိှုင်ားပါေ ေ့မထက်ပလာက်အရညအ် 

  င်ားမရှိပါ 

ထက် ထက် ေ ေ့ မန္ိှုင်ား ပါ ေ ေ့ မ ထက် 

ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား မ ရှိ ပါ 

 

 

• Tokenization is the separating process for a sequence of text to extract words, 

phrases, keywords and other elements. Tokens are identified by using white space, 

punctuation marks or line breaks. 

• Stop words are typically used words that are determined to bypass for searching, 

retrieving, classification, and other tasks. Stop word removal is also a fundamental 

preprocessing step to provide more effective performance results. Examples of 

Myanmar stop words are shown in below. 
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Table 4.4 Example of Myanmar Stop Words 

 

တွင် 

အပပေါ် 

အေက် 

အမမ တမ်ား 

အတွင်ားတွင် 

မကကာမီ 

မတိိုင်မီ  

ဒါ  အ ပင် 

ကျွေ်ပတာ် 

ကျွေ်မ 

မှာ 

ဪ 

ပေ ် 

တာ 

ပါ 

လိိုေ့ 

ပါတယ် 

တယ် 

ငါ 

ဤ 

ဧ 

၌ 

ဝယ် 

က 

 

After Stop word removing is done, sentences may be as follow: 

မ ထက် အာား ပပား ပေ 

ထက် ထက်မိိုား ဦား ကကိ က်တယ် 

မင်ားသာား  မ ထက် ထက် ပတာင် ပ  ာက် ပေ သလာား        

ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား အာ  အညာ အညာ စရိိုက် မ ပပ ာက်  ူား 

ထက် ထက်  မန္ိှုင်ား  မ ထက် ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား မ ရှိ 

 
4.3 Training 

 In training phase, the sentiment corpus is used to provide the training data. N-

grams range with TF-IDF are used in Linear SVC, Linear SVC with random search 

optimization and Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers. During this step, the machine learning 

classifier was used to train and to classify each news in the dataset as carrying either a 

positive news or a negative news or neural news. In the training stage, the classifier 

algorithm learns from the labelled news data. As in testing stage, the classifiers have to 

classify new, non-labelled news 
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4.3.1 Myanmar Word with N-Gram 

N-gram is the arrangement of words into the range of size. Due to nature of 

language, combination of words can increase performance of classifier. For example, 

combination of မ၊ and လယွ်ပါ ာူး words can be more accurate than single word. There 

are six levels of n-gram in the proposed research work as Table 4.5: 

 

Table 4.5 N-gram Example 

Input Text မ ထက် အာား ပပား ပေ 

ထက် ထက်မိိုား ဦား ကကိ က်တယ် 

မင်ားသာား  မ ထက် ထက် ပတာင် ပ  ာက် ပေ သလာား        

ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား အာ  အညာ အညာ စရိိုက် မ ပပ ာက်  ူား 

 

Preprocessing-

Segmentation and stop 

words removal 

Comments 

Feature Extraction 

(TF-IDF and N-grams 

range features) 

Predict Sentiment 

Feature Extraction (TF-

IDF and N-grams range)) 

 

Training 

Data 

Preprocessing -

Segmentation and 

stop words removal 

Trained by SVM with 

Random Search 

SVM Model 

Sentiment 

Result 

Figure 4.1. System Architecture 
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ထက် ထက်  မန္ိှုင်ား  မ ထက် ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား မ ရှိ 

Unigram ['မ' 'ထက်'  'အာား' 'ပပား'  'ပေ' ] 

[‘ထက်’ ‘ထက်မိိုား’ ‘ဦား’ ‘ကကိ က်တယ’်] 

[ 'မင်ားသာား''မ''ထက်''ထက်' 'ပတာင်' 'ပ  ာက်' 'ပေ'  

'သလာား'   '😁'] 

['ထက်''ထက်'  'မန္ိှုင်ား'  'အာ ' 'အညာ''အညာ''စရိိုက် 

'မ''ပပ ာက်'  ' ူား'] 

['ထက်''ထက်' 'မန္ိှုင်ား'   'မ''ထက်' 

'ပလာက်''အရညအ်  င်ား''မ''ရှ'ိ] 

Bigram [ 'မ ထက်''ထက် အာား' 'အာား ပပား' 'ပပား ပေ'] 

['ထက် ထက်မိိုား' 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်'] 

['မင်ားသာား မ'မ ထက်''ထက် ထက်''ထက် ပတာင်'  

'ပတာင် ပ  ာက်'  'ပ  ာက် ပေ''ပေ သလာား' 'သလာား 😁' 

] 

['ထက် ထက်''ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား''မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'အာ  အညာ' 

'အညာ အညာ' 'အညာ စရိိုက်'''စရိိုက် မ'  'မ ပပ ာက်'  

'ပပ ာက်  ူား' ] 
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['ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား''မန္ိှုင်ား မ''မ ထက်' 'ထက် 

ပလာက်'  'ပလာက် အရည်အ  င်ား''အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 'မ ရှ'ိ  

] 

Trigram [ 'မ ထက် အာား' 'ထက် အာား ပပား''အာား ပပား ပေ'] 

['ထက် ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်'] 

['မင်ားသာား မ ထက်' 'မ ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် ထက် 

ပတာင်''ထက် ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက် ပေ' 

'ပ  ာက် ပေ သလာား' 'ပေ သလာား 😁' ] 

[ 'ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ  အညာ' 

'အာ  အညာ အညာ''အညာ အညာ စရိိုက်''အညာ စရိိုက် 

မ''စရိိုက် မ ပပ ာက်' 'မ ပပ ာက်  ူား' ] 

['ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား မ'  'မန္ိှုင်ား မ ထက်''မ 

ထက် ပလာက်' 'ထက် ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား' 'ပလာက် 

အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 'အရည်အ  င်ား မ ရှိ'] 

Unigram+Bigram [ 'မ' 'မ ထက်''ထက်' 'ထက် အာား' 'အာား' 'အာား ပပား' 'ပပား' 

'ပပား ပေ''ပေ' ] 

[ 'ထက်' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား' 'ထက်မိိုား' 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ဦား' 'ဦား 

ကကိ က်တယ်''ကကိ က်တယ'်] 
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['မင်ားသာား' 'မင်ားသာား မ''မ' 'မ ထက်''ထက်''ထက် 

ထက်''ထက်' 'ထက် ပတာင်' 'ပတာင်' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 

'ပ  ာက်' 'ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'ပေ' 'ပေ သလာား'   'သလာား' 

'သလာား 😁' '😁'] 

[ 'ထက်' 'ထက် ထက်''ထက်' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား''မန္ိှုင်ား' 'မန္ိှုင်ား 

အာ ''အာ ' 'အာ  အညာ''အညာ' 'အညာ အညာ''အညာ' 

'အညာ စရိိုက်''စရိိုက်' 'စရိိုက် မ' 'မ' 'မ ပပ ာက်'   ' 

'ပပ ာက်' 'ပပ ာက်  ူား' ' ူား' ] 

['ထက်' 'ထက် ထက်' 'ထက်''ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'မန္ိှုင်ား' 'မန္ိှုင်ား 

မ''မ' 'မ ထက်' 'ထက်' 'ထက် ပလာက်' 'ပလာက်' 

'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား' 'အရညအ်  င်ား' 'အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 

'မ''မ ရှ'ိ  'ရှ'ိ ] 

Bigram+Trigram ['မ ထက်' 'မ ထက် အာား''ထက် အာား' 'ထက် အာား ပပား'  

'အာား ပပား' 'အာား ပပား ပေ' 'ပပား ပေ'] 

['ထက် ထက်မိိုား' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ထက်မိိုား 

ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်' 'ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်'] 

['မင်ားသာား မ' 'မင်ားသာား မ ထက်''မ ထက်' 'မ ထက် ထက်' 

'ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် ထက် ပတာင်''ထက် ပတာင်' 
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'ထက် ပတာင် ပ  ာက်''ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက် 

ပေ' 'ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'ပ  ာက် ပေ သလာား'  'ပေ သလာား' 'ပေ 

သလာား 😁'  'သလာား 😁'] 

['ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား''ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် 

မန္ိှုင်ား အာ '  'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ  အညာ' 'အာ  အညာ' 

'အာ  အညာ အညာ''အညာ အညာ' 'အညာ အညာ 

စရိိုက်''အညာ စရိိုက်' 'အညာ စရိိုက် မ' 'စရိိုက် မ' 'စရိိုက် 

မ ပပ ာက်'  'မ ပပ ာက်' 'မ ပပ ာက်  ူား'  'ပပ ာက်  ူား'] 

['ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် 

မန္ိှုင်ား မ''မန္ိှုင်ား မ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား မ ထက်' 'မ ထက်' 'မ ထက် 

ပလာက်''ထက် ပလာက်' 'ထက် ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား'  

'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား' 'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား 

မ''အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 'အရညအ်  င်ား မ ရှိ' 'မ ရှ'ိ  ] 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram [ 'မ' 'မ ထက်' 'မ ထက် အာား''ထက်' 'ထက် အာား' 'ထက် 

အာား ပပား' 'အာား' 'အာား ပပား' 'အာား ပပား ပေ' 'ပပား' 'ပပား ပေ

''ပေ' ] 

[ 'ထက်' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ထက်မိိုား' 'ထ

က်မိိုား ဦား' 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်'' 'ဦား' 'ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်''

ကကိ က်တယ]် 
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[ 'မင်ားသာား' 'မင်ားသာား မ' 'မင်ားသာား မ ထက်' 'မ' 'မ ထက်' 

'မ ထက် ထက်'  'ထက်''ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် ထက် ပတာင်

' 'ထက်' 'ထက် ပတာင်' 'ထက် ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 

'ပတာင်' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'ပ  ာက်'

 'ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'ပ  ာက် ပေ သလာား' 'ပေ' 'ပေ သလာား' 'ပေ

 သလာား 😁' 'သလာား' 'သလာား 😁' '😁'] 

['ထက်' 'ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား''ထက်''ထက် မ

န္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ''မန္ိှုင်ား' 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ  အ

ညာ' 'အာ ' 'အာ  အညာ' 'အာ  အညာ အညာ''အညာ''အ

ညာ အညာ' 'အညာ အညာ စရိိုက်'အညာ' 'အညာ စရိိုက်' 

'အညာ စရိိုက် မ''စရိိုက်' 'စရိိုက် မ' 'စရိိုက် မ ပပ ာက်'  'မ'

 'မ ပပ ာက်' 'မ ပပ ာက်  ူား'  'ပပ ာက်' 'ပပ ာက်  ူား' ' ူား'

] 

['ထက်' 'ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' '

ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား မ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား' 'မန္ိှုင်ား မ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား မ ထက်''မ' 'မ ထ

က်'  'မ ထက် ပလာက်' 'ထက်'  'ထက် ပလာက်'  'ထက် 

ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား''ပလာက်' 'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား'

 'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား မ ' 'အရညအ်  င်ား' 'အရညအ်  

င်ား မ' 'အရညအ်  င်ား မ ရှိ''မ' 'မ ရှ'ိ 'ရှ'ိ  ] 
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4.3.2. TFIDF 

The required different parameters setting for TF-IDF are presented in the 

following Table [4.6]. 

Table 4.6 TF-IDF Parameters 

N-gram range (1,1), (2,2), (3,3), (1,2), (2,3), (1,3) 

Max _features 5000 

use_idf True 

analyzer 'word' 

lowercase False 

stop_words stopwords 

tokenizer tokenize 

min_df 1 

sublinear_tf True 

 

In Table 4.7, TF-IDF values are described with array. Example of unigram feature are 

shown with vector form as follow: 

['ကကိ က်တယ'် 'ပ  ာက်' 'စရိိုက်' 'ပတာင်' 'ထက်' 'ထက်မိိုား' 'ပေ' 'ပပား' 'ပပ ာက်' 

 ' ူား' 'မ' 'မင်ားသာား' 'မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ရှ'ိ 'ပလာက်' 'သလာား' 'အညာ' 'အရညအ်  င်ား' 

 'အာ ' 'အာား' 'ဦား' '😁'] 

Table 4.7 TF-IDF Values for Unigram 

  (ပေ)0.4513377882617187 

  (ပပား)0.5594215551143539 

  (အာား) 0.5594215551143539 

  ( ူား) 0.3181980160895788 

  (ပပ ာက်) 0.3181980160895788 

  (စရိိုက်) 0.3181980160895788 
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  (ထက် )0.2665673684153409 

  (မ) 0.31516834601529353 

 ( ကကိ က်တယ်) 0.5566685141652766 

  (ဦား)0.5566685141652766 

  (ထက်မိိုား) 0.5566685141652766 

  (ထက် )0.26525552965220073 

  (😁) 0.3813421777365623 

  (သလာား) 0.3813421777365623 

  (ပ  ာက်) 0.3813421777365623 

  (ပတာင်) 0.3813421777365623 

  (မင်ားသာား) 0.3813421777365623 

  (ပေ) 0.3076644678722554 

  (ထက်) 0.36342318187661254 

  (မ) 0.21484153108568452 

  (အညာ) 0.6363960321791576 

  (အာ ) 0.3181980160895788 

  (မန္ိှုင်ား) 0.25672015584344143 

  (ထက်) 0.30324611916908584 

  (မ) 0.17926721185385933 

  (ရှ)ိ 0.3789392784872758 

  (အရညအ်  င်ား) 0.3789392784872758 

  (ပလာက်) 0.3789392784872758 

  (မန္ိှုင်ား) 0.305725823887815 

  (ထက်) 0.5416997897135692 

  (မ) 0.42697555912607005 

 

 

4.3.3 Classification  

This task in the sentiment analysis relies on the algorithm applied for 

classification. Random search optimization with Linear SVC and Naive Bayes (NB) 

classifiers are used in this research. In this step, the machine learning algorithms was 

used to train and to classify each news in the dataset as bring either a positive news or 

a negative news or neural news. In the training stage, the classifier algorithm learns 

from the labelled news data. As in testing stage, the classifier has to classify new, non-

labelled news. The input sentence is မထက်ပ ပာတာပလားက  စ်ြိိုေ့ပကာင်ားတယ.် This 

testing sentence is segmented into following and considered as an input into the system. 
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This sentence is changed into feature vector by using TFIDF method. As in the 

beginning process, predetermined words are collected and applied as the beginning 

population. 

Table 4.8 Predefined Sense with Collected Sentences 

Segmented sentences Sense 

မ ထက် အာား ပပား ပေ ပါ တယ် 

 

Positive  

ထက် ထက်မိိုား ဦား ကကိ က်တယ် 

 

Positive 

မင်ားသာား က မ ထက် ထက် ပတာင် ပ  ာက် 

ပေ သလာား လိိုေ့       

 

Negative 

ထက် ထက် ေ ေ့ မန္ိှုင်ား ေ ေ့ အာ  အညာ သူမ က 

 ို ထိ အညာ စရိိုက် က မ ပပ ာက်  ူား 

 

Negative 

 

These sentences are trained as the form of feature vectors by using TFIDF 

transformation. These feature vectors are also trained to classify with the machine 

'မ', 'ထက်','ပ ပာတာ', 'ပလား', 'က', '  စ'်, 'ြိိုေ့', 'ပကာင်ားတယ်' 
 

Figure 4.2. Input Text 
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learning algorithm- Naïve Bayes, Linear SVC, and Linear SVC with Random search 

and to store the classification models for the future classification task. 

The required parameter setting for Linear SVC with Random search are 

described in Table 4.13. 

 

Table 4.9 Parameter Values for Random Search Optimization 

Estimator Linear SVC 

 

param_distributions ‘C’: 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000 

 

 

4.4 Summary 

 This chapter shows the development of the sentiment analysis system and 

proposed algorithms which are applied in the processing step. The feature extraction 

and selection algorithms generate feature that are transformed into vector for used in 

classification. Classification algorithms are used to classify sentiment. Optimization 

algorithms are applied to improve proposed algorithm. The quality of system is 

measured by hold-out validation methods and cross validation, performance results are 

discussed in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION 

This chapter shows experimentations and evaluations of the sentiment analysis 

process discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. These consist of the evaluation of sentiment 

analysis and the contribution of each strategy combined into the system. It also learns 

the performance of the optimized approach compared with baseline Linear SVC and 

Naïve Bayes machine learning approaches. Finally, the performance of optimized 

method was investigated that applied features extracted from feature selection and 

transformation methods is more effective than other methods. 

 

5.1 Experimental Study  

The proposed sentiment analysis method considers the essential factors to 

generate sentiment orientation by analyzing performance quality factors and 

measurement metrics. It uses Myanmar news in order to test and train data. The 

proposed research work uses Scikitlearn python library[54] on Anaconda jupyter 

notebook. 

 

5.2 Datasets 

The above machine learning algorithms were tested on the Myanmar news 

dataset. There are totally 2 news datasets in Table 5.1. The 80 % of dataset is used for 

training and 20% of dataset is used for testing.  

 

Table 5.1 Sentiment Datasets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sense Dataset 1 Dataset 2 

Positive 17974 3797 

Negative 8088 3577 

Neutral 5721 1143 

Total 31783 8517 
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5.3 Evaluation Metrics 

 The cross-validation and hold out method is applied in the system. The 

evaluation metrics such as CV score, precision, recall, and F1 measure are calculated 

using equation 5-8.  

Accuracy=
TP+TN

TP+FP+TN+FN
                 (5.1) 

Precision=
TP

TP+FP
                  (5.2) 

Recall=
TP

TP+FN
                   (5.3) 

F-Measure=
2∗Precision∗Recall

Precision+Recall
                 (5.4) 

TP =true positive  

 FP=false positive  

TN =true negative  

 FN =false negative 

CV-Score is one of the major issues concerning testing in learning models. It is a 

method for evaluation and verification the accuracy of a machine learning. It involves 

setting aside a particular sample from a dataset on which the model has not been trained. 

Later, this sample is used to test the model and assess it. 

 

5.4 Experimental Results 

 The proposed random search with Linear SVC model has the superior result 

rather than baseline Linear SVC and Multinomial NB. It is shown that optimize Linear 

SVC models overcome baseline Linear SVC and Multinomial NB model because 

optimized Linear SVC performs parameters tuning process with random search to get 

better accuracy.  

 

5.4.1 10-fold Cross Validation 

Cross validation is an effective evaluation technique that is mostly suggested to 

determine model performance. It is an empowering strategy since it is clear and 

provides test results that is more accurate. The dataset is shuffled in either case and 

divided into 10 equal lengths for 10-fold cross validation. One of the ten clusters is 

retained for testing validation, while the other nine are recycled for training. To obtain 

a single result, the data from each fold are then averaged. Table 5.2 and Table 5.4 
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represent the results of 10-fold cross validation in training, with Table 5.2 having the 

highest score value (75.72) in randomized search with Linear SVC in combination of 

unigram, bigram, and trigram features, and Table 5.4 having the highest value (77.11) 

in unigram features with randomized search and Linear SVC. Tenfold cross validation 

scores for testing are displayed in Tables 5.3 and 5.5. The highest value (68.32) in Table 

5.3 was discovered using a randomize search with Linear SVC in conjunction with a 

bigram and a unigram. 

Table 5.2 Accuracy Score in Training for Dataset 1(10 fold) 

 

In Table 5.2, training accuracy for dataset1 with 10 fold cross validation is 

shown. Combination of unigram and bigram with Random -Linear SVC is the highest 

accuracy score value (75.48). Trigram with naïve bayes is the lowest accuracy value 

(64.79). Each feature increased accuracy value in Random -Linear SVC. 

Table 5.3 Accuracy Score in Testing for Dataset 1(10 fold) 

TFIDF Multi NB Linear SVC Random-

Linear SVC 

Unigram 71.18 73.94 75.35 

Bigram 70.19 71.95 73.25 

Trigram 64.79 65.72 67.11 

Unigram+Bigram 71.65 75.04 75.48 

Bigram+Trigram 69.32 71.12 71.88 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 71.31 74.42 75.72 

TFIDF Multinomial 

NB 

Linear SVC Random-Linear 

SVC 

Unigram 64.13 67.19 67.24 

Bigram 62.27 60.67 62.01 
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In the experiment of testing Dataset 1, combination of Unigram and Bigram 

increased accuracy value in Random-Linear SVC(68.32) shown in Table 3.3.  

Table 5.4 Accuracy Score in Training for Dataset 2(10-fold) 

Trigram 56.21 54.81 55.44 

Unigram+Bigram 63.98 67.39 68.32 

Bigram+Trigram 62.48 60.09 61.85 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 64.29 66.82 67.96 

TFIDF Feature Multinomial 

NB 

Linear SVC Random-Linear 

SVC 

Unigram 75.87 77.00 77.11 

Bigram 70.05 69.49 69.80 

Trigram 63.31 63.50 63.52 

Unigram+Bigram 76.09 76.48 77.07 

Bigram+Trigram 69.73 69.02 69.47 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 76.05 76.46 76.98 
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In training stage in Dataset 2, Unigram feature has the greatest accuracy score in 

Random-Linear SVC. Trigram feature has the lowest accuracy value (63.31) in Naïve 

Bayes as shown in  Table 5.4. 

Table 5.5 Accuracy Score in Testing for Dataset 2(10 fold) 

  

In testing experiment in Dataset 2, integration of Unigram and Bigram has greatest 

accuracy value in Random-Linear SVC. In Random-Linear SVC, accuracy increased 

to 1% in all features in Table 5.5.  

 

5.4.2  5-fold Cross Validation 

Cross validation is an evaluation method and is mainly employed to estimate 

execution of model. It is a popular technique due to understandable and give more 

accurate for test data. In 5-fold cross validation, the dataset is shuffle in anyway and 

divide it into 5 equal size length. Of the 5 clusters, one cluster is kept for validation in 

testing, and the remaining 4 clusters are recycled for training. The results from each 

fold are then be average to get a single result. The results from 5-fold cross validation 

are presented in Table 5.6, Table 5.7, Table 5.8, and Table 5.9. In table 5.6, combination 

TFIDF Multinomial 

NB 

Linear SVC Random-

Linear SVC 

Unigram 70.28 73.09 73.67 

Bigram 66.09 66.81 69.80 

Trigram 60.41 62.10 63.52 

Unigram+Bigram 72.19 73.02 74.42 

Bigram+Trigram 66.32 66.49 67.12 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 72.16 73.05 74.09 
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of unigram and bigram in Linear SVC with random search is the highest score 

value(70.18). In table 5.7, Linear SVC optimized with random search has  greatest score 

value in combination of unigram and bigram(74.12). Optimized with Linear SVC in 

combination of unigram and bigram is the greatest score(76.85) in table 5.8.  In table 

5.9, combination of unigram and bigram has the highest score(74.12) in Linear SVC 

with random search.  

Table 5.6 Accuracy Score for Training in Dataset 1 

TFDF Multinom

ial NB 

Linear SVC Randomize Linear 

SVC 

Unigram 70.64 73.85  74.43  

Bigram 69.35  71.36  72.13  

Trigram 64.27  65.45  65.44 

Unigram+Bigram 71.05  74.52  75.18  

Bigram+Trigram 68.59  70.37  70.85 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 70.69  74.08  74.69 

 

In training stage with  Dataset1, compound of Unigram and Bigram gives 

highest accuracy(75.18) in Random-Linear SVC. In each feature, performance 

increased to 0.5 % compared to Linear SVC and about 1-4 % compared to Naïve bayes. 

Table 5.7 Accuracy Score for Testing in Dataset 1 

TFIDF Multinomial 

NB 

Linear SVC Randomize Linear 

SVC 

Unigram 63.67 72.42 73.37 
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Bigram 61.49 66.12 67.08 

Trigram 56.57 61.73 61.81 

Unigram+Bigram 63.56 72.74 74.12 

Bigram+Trigram 62.11 65.79 66.64 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 63.25 72.79 74. 00 

 

Table 5.8 Accuracy Score for Training in Dataset 2 

TFIDF Multinomial 

NB 

Linear SVC Randomize 

Linear SVC 

Unigram 75.49 76.68 76.74 

Bigram 69.83 69.08 69.57 

Trigram 63.13 63.22 63.29 

Unigram+Bigram 75.66 76.33 76.85 

Bigram+Trigram 69.64 68.88 69.26 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 75.69 76.33 76.79 

 

 In training experiment, compound of Unigram, Bigram, and Trigram provides 

greatest accuracy (76.79%) in Random-Linear SVC. Trigram  has worse accuracy in 

Naïve Bayes in Table 5.8. 

Table 5.9 Accuracy Score for Testing in Dataset 2(5 fold) 

TF-IDF Multinomial 

NB 

Linear SVC Randomize Linear 

SVC 
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Unigram 69.40 72.42 73.37 

Bigram 65.69 66.12 67.08 

Trigram 59.97 61.73 61.81 

Unigram+Bigram 71.53 72.74 74.12 

Bigram+Trigram 65.94 65.79 66.64 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 71.89 72.79 74.00 

 

In testing phase, addition of Unigram and Bigram feature gives the best 

accuracy score(74.12) in Random-Linear SVC in  Table 5.9. 

 

5.4.3 Confusion Matrix 

A confusion matrix is a table that is generally used to show the performance of a 

classification model on a set of tests set for which the actual values are seen. A 

confusion matrix views and summarizes the performance of a classification model. 

Computation a confusion matrix provides a better way of what model is taking right 

and what types of errors it is done. The better way to evaluate the performance of a 

classifier is to scan at the confusion matrix. It is a table which shows different 

combinations of predicted and true values. The accuracy of classification systems could 

be assessed using a calculative statistical evaluator known as the confusion matrix, 

which is made up of false positives, true positives, false negatives, and true negatives. 

Table5.10, Table 5.11, Table 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, and Table 5.15 show result of confusion 

matrix for baseline naïve bayes, Linear SVC and Linear SVC optimize with random 

search in TFIDF features in real dataset. In all tables, positive sense has more correct 

senses than other because positive news has greatest data. 
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Table 5.10. Confusion Matrix of Multinomial NB with TFIDF Vectorizer for 

Dataset 1 

 

 

 

Table 5.11. Confusion Matrix of  Linear SVC with TFIDF Vectorizer 

 for Dataset 1 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram 

Negative 615 10 85 

Neutral 124 196 137 

Positive 140  32  593 

Bigram  

 

Negative 594   32   84 

Neutral 129 221 107 

Positive 165   62 538 

Trigram 

 

Negative 467  26 217 

Neutral 114 197 146 

Positive 131 35 599 

Unigram + Bigram 

 

Negative 621    23  66 

Neutral 103   217   104 

Positive 148   52 565 

Bigram+ Trigram 

 

Negative 577  41 92 

Neutral 139 209 109 

Positive 167  60 538 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram 

 

Negative 616    30 64 

Neutral 138  218   101 

Positive 154 60  551 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram 
Negative 568   34 108 

Neutral 49     324 84 
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Table 5.12. Confusion Matrix of Random search-LinearSVC with TFIDF 

Vectorizer for Dataset 1 

Positive 91 89 585 

Bigram 

 

Negative 540    43 127 

Neutral 53   312  92 

Positive 140 84  541 

Trigram 

Negative 416   56  238 

Neutral 53   270   134 

Positive 101 77  587 

Unigram + Bigram  

 

Negative 564 42  104 

Neutral 57 322 78 

Positive 101   94 507 

Bigram+ Trigram  

 

Negative 532  46 132 

Neutral 55   310   92 

Positive 133  88 544 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram  

 

Negative 561  43 106 

Neutral 53   322 82 

Positive 100  90 575 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram 

 

Negative 565    9 109 

Neutral 41    352 64 

Positive 89 110 566 

Bigram 

 

Negative 532   56 122 

Neutral 42 345 70 

Positive 141 100  524 

Trigram 

 

Negative 401    65   244 

Neutral 35    331   91 

Positive 96 95  574 
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Table 5.13. Confusion Matrix of Multinomial Naïve Bayes with TFIDF 

Vectorizer for Dataset 2 

Unigram+Bigram 

Negative 563 48 99 

Neutral 42   355  60 

Positive 101   104 560 

Bigram+ Trigram 

 

Negative 526   60 124 

Neutral 33   372  52 

Positive 131   109 525 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram 

 

Negative 550  49 111 

Neutral 26   384 47 

Positive 93  102 570 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram 

 

Negative 1175    45 335 

Neutral 359  305 496 

Positive 253  41 3348 

Bigram 

 

Negative 905   79 572 

Neutral 233    204 723 

Positive 222 56 3364 

Trigram  

 

Negative 480   55   1020 

Neutral 97   106   957 

Positive 86 27 3529 

Unigram + Bigram 

 

Negative 1204 72  279 

Neutral 355 350 455 

Positive 289   53 3300 

Bigram+ Trigram  

Negative 891 96 568 

Neutral 234   14  712 

Positive 244   61 3337 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram  

Negative 1200   77 278 

Neutral 347   364 449 
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Table 5.14. Confusion Matrix of Linear SVC with TFIDF Vectorizer for Dataset 

2 

 Positive 293 59 3290 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram  

 

Negative 1100    197 258 

Neutral 264     522 374 

Positive 235 151 3256 

Bigram  

 

Negative 852   140 563 

Neutral 198    312  650 

Positive 235 113  3294 

Trigram  

 

Negative 508  67   980 

Neutral 107    117   936 

Positive 103 39 3500 

Unigram + Bigram  

 

Negative 1100 199  256 

Neutral 148   259  161 

Positive 236   148 3258 

Bigram+ Trigram  

 

Negative 829 147 579 

Neutral 204  291   665 

Positive 230  110 3302 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram  

 

Negative 1084  202 269 

Neutral 282    519 359 

Positive 242 152 3248 
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Table 5.15. Confusion Matrix of Random Search-Linear SVC with TFIDF 

Vectorizer for Dataset 2 

 

 

5.4.4 F1-Score  

A Classification report is utilized to measure the quality of classification 

algorithm. How many predictions are True and how many are False? True Positives, 

False Positives, True negatives and False Negatives are used to determine the metrics 

of a classification report. The classification report displays the precision, recall, F1, and 

support scores for the model. Precision is the fraction of predicted instances among the 

actual instances. Recall is the fraction of predicted instances that have been actually 

over the total number of instances. The F1 score is a balanced harmonic division of 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram  

 

Negative 1158    202 195 

Neutral 282   597 281 

Positive 307 207 3128 

Bigram  

 

Negative 898    159 498 

Neutral 208    342 610 

Positive 249 152  3241 

Trigram   

Negative 508    95   952 

Neutral 103    135 922 

Positive 107 51 3484 

Unigram + Bigram  

 

Negative 1161 199 195 

Neutral 289   582 289 

Positive 302   207 3133 

Bigram+ Trigram   

 

Negative 885 161 509 

Neutral 212   320   628 

Positive 256   150 3236 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram  

 

Negative 1153   205  197 

Neutral 288   582 290 

Positive 316 206 3120 
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precision and recall. F1 scores are smaller than accuracy scores as precision and recall 

are embed into their computation. When data is unbalanced, a common performance 

metric for classification is the F1 score. It mainly used to compare the effectiveness of 

two classifiers. Table 5.16 and Table 5.17 show performance with f1-score for 

Multinomial NB, Linear SVC , and Linear SVC optimized with random search with 

TFIDF features. In each algorithm, positive news has largest data and highest precision, 

recall, and f1-score. In table 5.16, unigram feature in Linear SVC optimized with 

random search is greatest f1-score value for data1. In table 5.17, Linear SVC optimized 

with random search has highest performance value in unigram for data2. It is better 

results for unigrams than other because of higher order n-grams have a data sparsity 

problem. 

 

Table 5.16 F1-Score for Dataset 1 

TFIDF Feature Multinomial NB Linear SVC Random-Linear 

SVC 

Unigram 71.51 76.44 77.94 

Bigram 69.38 72.07 72.50 

Trigram 64.64 65.70 67.02 

Unigram+Bigram 71.80 75.35 76.92 

Bigram+Trigram 67.84 71.72 73.61 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 70.93 75.46 77.86 

 

The experiment of Random-Linear SVC has greatest performance in 

Unigram(77.94%). Trigram with Naïve Bayes is the worst performance (64.64). 
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Figure 5.1 F1 Score for Data1 

Table 5.17 F1 score for Dataset 2 

TFIDF Feature Multinomial 

NB 

Linear SVC Random-Linear 

SVC 

Unigram 73.43 75.99 76.68 

Bigram 66.58 67.59 68.45 

Trigram 57.66 58.30 58.71 

Unigram+Bigram 74.38 76.23 76.52 

Bigram+Trigram 66.31 66.82 67.67 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 74.51 75.59 76.21 
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Figure 5.2 F1 Score for Dataset 2 

 

5.4.5 Performance Analysis 

In the following sentences, optimized LinearSVC is more accurate in testing 

result. 

• ပတာ်လိိုက်ပတာ မတင်ညွေ်ေ့အမ  ိားမ  ိားပ ပာပေ is positive in LinearSVC and it is 

actually in negative in  optimized LinearSVC. 

• ကိိုလွင်မိိုား င်မ ာားကိိုယတ်ိိုင်တည် တည် မပ ပာရ ပါလာား is neutral in LinearSVC and 

it is correctly negative in optimized LinearSVC. 

• လိှုင်သာယာအိိုားအိမတ်ရာားစွ သူပတွအြမ်ား ံရ။ is positive in LinearSVC and 

actually predicted negative in optimized LinearSVC. 

• NYDCကိုမပဏီသည်ရေ်ကိုေ်မမိ ြို့သစ်အပကာင်အထည်ပြာ်ရာတွင်ရင်ားန္ှီား မ  ပ်န္ှံသူြိ

တ်ပ ေါ်ရေ်န္ှင ်ရင်ားန္ှီား မ  ပ်န္ှံသူမ ာားကိိုကကီားကကပ်ရေ် ြစ်ပကကာင်ားတိိုင်ားအစိိုားရကပကကညာ

ထာားသည။် is wrongly positive in baseline LinearSVC and  actually predicted as 

neutral in optimized LinearSVC. 

• ရှမ်ားတိိုင်ားရင်ားသာားမ ာားဒီမိိုကရက်တစ်ပါတီသည ်မေ်မာန္ိိုင်ငံရှိန္ိိုင်ငံပရားပါတီတစ် ို ြစ်

မပီားက ာား ြြူပါတီဟိုလည်ားပ ေါ် ိိုကကသည။် is incorrectly predicted negative in 

LinearSVC and correctly neutral news in optimized LinearSVC. 

• အပတွြို့အကကံ ရှိမပီားသာားမလာား is wrongly negative news in LinearSVC,but it is  

really predicted as neutral in optimized LinearSVC. 

• အမှေကိ်ိုသာပ ပာ ိို  င်ား။ is wrongly negative news in LinearSVC,but it is  really 

predicted as positive news in optimized LinearSVC. 
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• သူမေိ်ားမကအညာသူပလပကာင်ားမှာပပါ   is wrongly neutral news in LinearSVC,but 

it is  really predicted as positive in optimized LinearSVC. 

• မကကီားစေ်ားကပိိုက က်သပရရှိပေတယ် မင်မတိယ် is wrongly predicted as negative 

news in LinearSVC, but it is  really predicted as positive in optimized 

LinearSVC. 

 

5.4.6 Error Analysis 

Error analysis is showed in following related examples. 

• In neutral sense, following sentences are falsely predicted : 

• ကိို မတ်သူ ာပတွလိုပ် as negative sense  

• လူပတကွပတာ ပ ပာကကမှာပါ ကိိုယ်  ဝအတွက် ကိိုယ်လိုပ်သင် တာ လိုပ်ပါ as 

negative sense. 

• In negative sense, incorrect sense are predicted in below sentences. 

• ညမီပလားေ ေ့ ပလားကံမပကာင်ားတာပါ ဝပပားကံ ိိုားလွေ်ားတယ်                as 

positive sense. 

• အေ ဂတ်လူငယ်ပလားပတွ အတွက်ရင်ပလားစရာပ  as positive sense. 

• ထပ်တ ူံစာားရတယ် ံစာား ူားတယ် ဒါပပမယ ်  တစ်ပေေ့ကကံ ပတွြို့ရမယ်  ိိုတာကိို 

အကိိုပ ပာသိလိိုေ ားလည်ားပါတယ်       ။ as negative news. 

• စိတ်မပကာင်ားပါ ူားကိိုယ ် င်ားစာပါတယ် ။  as positive news. 

• In positive case, following sentences are wrongly predicted: 

•   စ်တယ် ယ်ပတာ မမှပမ ပါ ူား ။  as negative news  

• အ ိုလိို.Topfan  ြစ်ပအာင် အြက်ြက်ကကူညီပာီး ပ လ်ပရာင်ားပပားတ   

ကိိုယစ်ာားလှယ်မ ာားကိိုလည်ား ပက ားဇူားတင်ရှိပါသည် as neutral news. 

•  ာပ  ြစ် ြ  စ်တစ်ကွာယ်မ ာားမ ာား စာားကွာအစာအိမပ်တာ မ ြစ် ံေ ေ့   စ်တံိုား as 

negative news. 

 

5.5 Performance Results with Stop word  

 In this research, classification of sentiment is also performed with stop word. 

Most of the results without stop word are better than the results with stop word because 

unnecessary words or common words are removed. In Table 5.18, testing accuracy for 

10-fold cross validation shown for dataset 1. Random-Linear SVC gives greatest value.  

Table 5.19 is shown accuracy for dataset 2 with 10-fold cross validation in which 

Unigram feature has highest value. Table 5.20 describes accuracy for 5-fold cross 
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validation with dataset1 which contains greatest value in Unigram feature. Table 21 

shown accuracy for dataset 2 with 5-fold cross validation in which combination of 

Unigram and Bigram is the highest performance value. Table 5.22, Table 5.23, Table 

5.24, Table 5.25, Table 5.26, and Table 5.27 are described confusion matrix for both 

datasets. F1-Score is shown in  Table 5.28 for dataset1 that has highest score (68.32) in 

Random-Linear SVC with Unigram feature and Table 5.29 shown F1-Score for dataset 

2 which has greatest score in Random-Linear SVC in combination of Unigram and 

Bigram. 

Table 5.18 Accuracy Score with Stop Words for Dataset 1(10 fold) 

 

TFIDF Multinomial 

NB 

Linear SVC Random-Linear 

SVC 

Unigram 63.77 67.45 68.32 

Bigram 62.06 62.48 61.65 

Trigram 59.47 58.49 57.56 

Unigram+Bigram 63.41 66.56 67.50 

Bigram+Trigram 62.48 62.47 62.84 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 64.44 67.08 66.67 
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Table 5.19 Accuracy Score with Stop Words in Dataset 2 (10 fold) 

 

 

Table 5.20 Accuracy Score with Stop Words in Dataset 1(5 fold) 

TFDF Multinomi

al NB 

Linear SVC Randomize Linear SVC 

Unigram 63.77 66.15 66.72 

Bigram 61.23 63.20 62.42 

Trigram 59.52 58.28 59.06 

Unigram+Bigram 62.78 66.15 66.20 

Bigram+Trigram 61.75 62.52 61.96 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 63.04 66.20 66.25 

TFIDF Multi NB Linear SVC Random-

Linear SVC 

Unigram 63.78 67.45 68.33 

Bigram 62.06 62.48 61.657 

Trigram 59.47 58.49 57.56 

Unigram+Bigram 63.40 66.56 67. 50 

Bigram+Trigram 62.48 62.47 62.84 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 64.44 67.08 66.67 
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Table 5.21 Accuracy Score with Stop Word in Dataset 2 (5fold) 

TFIDF Multinomial 

NB 

Linear SVC Randomize 

Linear SVC 

Unigram 69.61 66.14 73.63 

Bigram 67.39 63.20 68.68 

Trigram 61.37 58.28 62.99 

Unigram+Bigram 72.57 66.15 74.34 

Bigram+Trigram 67.77 62.52. 73.95 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 72.63 66.20 68.35 

 

Table 5.22. Confusion Matrix of Multinomial NB with TFIDF Vectorizer for 

Dataset 1 with Stop Words 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram 

Negative 625 9 76 

Neutral 137 178 142 

Positive 142 29 594 

Bigram  

 

Negative 605 24 81 

Neutral 148 205 104 

Positive 170 47 548 

Trigram 

 

Negative 545 32 133 

Neutral 153 189 115 

Positive 161 52 552 
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Table 5.23. Confusion Matrix of  Linear SVC with TFIDF Vectorizer 

 for Dataset 1 with Stop Words 

Unigram + Bigram 

 

Negative 625 28 57 

Neutral 153 212 92 

Positive 152 52 561 

Bigram+ Trigram 

 

Negative 591 38 81 

Neutral 160 189 108 

Positive 169 55 541 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram  

Negative 609 36 65 

Neutral 151 205 101 

Positive 154 52 559 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram  

 

Negative 571 31 108 

Neutral 54 324 79 

Positive 92 92 581 

Bigram  

 

 

Negative 555 47 108 

Neutral 63 297 97 

Positive 118 86 561 

Trigram  

 

Negative 480 61 169 

Neutral 64 287 106 

Positive 119 90 556 

Unigram + Bigram  

 

Negative 568 42 100 

Neutral 49 320 100 

Positive 104 90 571 

Bigram+ Trigram  

 

Negative 551 53 106 

Neutral 68 290 99 

Positive 123 86 556 

Negative 572 48 90 
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Table 5.24. Confusion Matrix of Random Search-LinearSVC with TFIDF 

Vectorizer for Dataset 1 with Stop Words 

 

 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram   

Neutral 51 323 83 

Positive 106 87 572 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram  

Negative 569 39 102 

Neutral 41 358 58 

Positive 90 105 570 

Bigram  

Negative 552 57 101 

Neutral 50 335 72 

Positive 117 98 550 

Trigram  

Negative 478 68 164 

Neutral 51 322 84 

Positive 121 98 546 

Unigram+Bigram  

 

Negative 559 49 102 

Neutral 22 388 47 

Positive 105 103 557 

Bigram+ Trigram  

Negative 538 51 121 

Neutral 32 372 53 

Positive 124 100 541 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram  

Negative 565 57 88 

Neutral 43 349 65 

Positive 103 10 559 
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Table 5.25. Confusion Matrix of Multinomial Naïve Bayes with TFIDF 

Vectorizer for Dataset 2 with Stop Words 

 

 

Table 5.26. Confusion Matrix of Linear SVC with TFIDF Vectorizer for Dataset 

2 with Stop Words 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram  

Negative 1192 43 320 

Neutral 378 286 496 

Positive 262 33 3347 

Bigram  

Negative 1007 103 445 

Neutral 276 228 656 

Positive 238 60 3344 

Trigram   

Negative 621 79 855 

Neutral 147 128 885 

Positive 159 45 3438 

Unigram + Bigram 

Confusion Matrix of 

MultiNB:  

Negative 1221 82 252 

Neutral 373 348 439 

Positive 321 67 3254 

Bigram+ Trigram   

 

Negative 1000 113 442 

Neutral 280 242 638 

Positive 251 76 3315 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram   

Negative 1212 93 250 

Neutral 384 362 414 

Positive 353 67 3222 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram   

Negative 1112 192 251 

Neutral 274 531 355 

Positive 248 149 3245 
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Bigram  

 

Negative 944 166 445 

Neutral 231 334 595 

Positive 246 124 3272 

Trigram   

Negative 612 107 836 

Neutral 137 166 857 

Positive 182 66 3394 

Unigram + Bigram  

 

Negative 1095 207 253 

Neutral 274 530 356 

Positive 242 150 350 

Bigram+ Trigram  

 

Negative 912 612 481 

Neutral 231 327 602 

Positive 234 123 3285 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram    

 

Negative 1102 182 271 

Neutral 272 531 357 

Positive 247 161 3234 
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Table 5.27. Confusion Matrix of Random Search-Linear SVC with TFIDF 

Vectorizer for Dataset 2 with Stop Words 

 

Table 5.28 F1-Score for Dataset1 with Stop Words 

TFIDF Feature Multinomial 

NB 

Linear 

SVC 

Random-Linear 

SVC 

Unigram 70.80 76.38 77.51 

Features Class   Negative Neutral  Positive 

Unigram   

Negative 1165 204 186 

Neutral 274 606 280 

Positive 325 200 3117 

Bigram   

Negative 996 181 378 

Neutral 234 388 538 

Positive 284 165 3193 

Trigram    

 

Negative 654 113 788 

Neutral 143 183 834 

Positive 194 90 3358 

Unigram + Bigram   

Negative 1150 217 188 

Neutral 291 599 270 

Positive 318 200 3124 

Bigram+ Trigram    

Negative 970 189 396 

Neutral 249 368 543 

Positive 281 169 3192 

Unigram +Bigram+ 

Trigram   

Negative 1153 210 192 

Neutral 295 587 278 

Positive 326 207 3109 
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Bigram 69.43 73.07 74.40 

Trigram 65.71 68.45 69.69 

Unigram+Bigram 71.52 75.50 77.83 

Bigram+Trigram 67.41 72.23 75.07 

Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 70.20 75.91 76.29 

 

 

Table 5.29 F1-Score for Dataset 2 with Stop Words 

TFIDF Feature Multinomial 

NB 

Linear SVC Random-

Linear SVC 

Unigram 73.21 76.22  76. 80 

Bigram 68.76 69.49 70.56 

Trigram 60.21 60.64 61.51 

Unigram+Bigram 74.02 76.02 76.57 

Bigram+Trigram 68.67 68.94 69.71 
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Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 73.82 75.88 76.18 

 

5.6 Summary 

According to experimental results, different parameter and features are used in 

the system. Accuracy and F1-score are applied for performance evaluation of research. 

Unigram feature in TF-IDF with random search has highest F-1 score (77.94) for data 

1 and (76.68) for data 2 in word level segmentation. Sentiment analysis without stop 

words is better performance than sentiment analysis with stop word. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION 

 

The significance of the research work involves construction of Myanmar news 

corpus which contain positive tagged news, negative tagged news, neutral tagged news. 

And then, optimized the model that classified opinion of Myanmar news. Various 

parameter tuning of support vector machine and TF-IDF are performed to get more 

performance and effective. 

 

6.1 Dissertation Summary 

This dissertation develops automatic sentiment analysis system in Myanmar 

news. News is very important in all human activities and a key influencer of daily life. 

Myanmar news sentiment analysis system can be seemed to be useful and applicable in 

natural language processing research for Myanmar language. N-gram and TFIDF are 

applied as feature extraction process to get more accuracy. Support vector machine and 

naïve   bayes are used in this system and then support vector machine is optimized by 

using RandomizesearchCV to get better performance. This system shows performance 

results of those algorithms with TFIDF feature. In TFIDF vector transformation, 

LinearSVC with unigram feature has highest has highest F-1 score (77.94) for data 1 

and  (76.68) for data 2 in word level segmentation. This system is also implemented for 

sentiment analysis with stop words. 

 

6.2 Advantages and Limitation of the Proposed System 

The proposed system provides opinion of Myanmar news to the reader. News 

can help in society to get more effective, efficient, and safety environment. This 

research can search sentiment of sentence and document level and then use news corpus. 

Feature selections (TF-IDF) that use various N-gram range give more accuracy to the 

system. And then, optimizing system model can help to produce more accurate 

performance.  

However, the proposed research has some limitation because it does not search 

sentiment of aspect level of news. Word2Vec feature can maintain semantic sense of 

word and does not waste context information. This proposed work does not use 
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Word2Vec feature. Deep learning contains own feature and can search feature over data 

feature and learning is quickly done.  This system cannot be modelled by using deep 

learning.  

 

6.3 Future Directions 

The proposed system used TF-IDF method with n-gram range to get feature. 

Moreover, machine learning, optimizing support vector machine with 

RandomizesearchCV is performed to classify sentiment. This research work can extend 

with different optimizing technique, lexicon based, Word2Vec feature, POS tagged 

feature, and deep learning approach.  

6.4 Conclusion 

To conclude the dissertation, three contributions are processed in this research. 

Those contributions meet with objectives presented in Chapter 1. To build News 

sentiment corpus, senses are manually tagged. Optimizing Linear SVC with Random 

search can give better performance for this research. Stop words removing in feature 

almost provide more accurate than performance with stop words. 
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 LISTS OF ACRONYMS 

NLP Natural Language Processing 

TFIDF Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency 

ML Machine Learning 

SVM Support Vector Machine 

BO Bayesian Optimization 

LRA Logistic regression analysis 

KNN K Nearest Neighbor 

MLP Multilayer Perceptron 

ALT Asian Language Treebank 

NLTK Natural Language Toolkit 

SA Sentiment Analysis 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix: Example of Feature Vector with TFIDF Values 

 Feature vector and TFIDF value are shown in which first index (corpus inde

x) and second index (feature vector index) and values are shown. 

1. Example of bigram feature vector are as follow: 

  ['ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'စရိိုက် မ' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 'ထက် ပတာင်' 'ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား' 

 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် ပလာက်' 'ထက် အာား' 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ပေ သလာား' 'ပပား ပေ' 'ပပ ာက် 

 ူားား' 'မ ထက်' 'မ ပပ ာက်' 'မ ရှ'ိ 'မင်ားသာား မ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား မ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား' 

'သလာား 😁' 'အညာ စရိိုက်' 'အညာ အညာ' 'အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 'အာ  အညာ' 'အာား ပပား' 'ဦား 

ကကိ က်တယ'်] 

TF-IDF Values for bigram 

  (0, 11) 0.5384979101064753 

  (0, 25) 0.5384979101064753 

  (0, 8) 0.5384979101064753 

  (0, 13) 0.3606383263504801 

  (1, 26) 0.5773502691896258 

  (1, 9) 0.5773502691896258 

  (1, 5) 0.5773502691896258 

  (2, 20) 0.38077552389107255 

  (2, 10) 0.38077552389107255 

  (2, 0) 0.38077552389107255 

  (2, 2) 0.38077552389107255 

  (2, 3) 0.38077552389107255 

  (2, 4) 0.2550098061181917 

  (2, 16) 0.38077552389107255 

  (2, 13) 0.2550098061181917 

   

 

 (3, 12) 0.3513765526966694 

  (3, 14) 0.3513765526966694 

  (3, 1) 0.3513765526966694 

  (3, 21) 0.3513765526966694 

  (3, 22) 0.3513765526966694 

  (3, 24) 0.3513765526966694 

  (3, 18) 0.3513765526966694 

  (3, 6) 0.2834883902689878 

  (3, 4) 0.23532097247744616 

  (4, 15) 0.39079368662348096 

  (4, 23) 0.39079368662348096 

  (4, 19) 0.39079368662348096 

  (4, 7) 0.39079368662348096 

  (4, 17) 0.39079368662348096 

  (4, 6) 0.3152898857306821 

  (4, 4) 0.26171908645728925 

  (4, 13) 0.26171908645728925 
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2. Example of trigram feature vector are as follow: 

['ပ  ာက် ပေ သလာား' 'စရိိုက် မ ပပ ာက်' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'ထက် ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 

 'ထက် ထက် ပတာင်' 'ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား မ' 

 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'ထက် ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား' 'ထက် အာား ပပား' 

 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်' 'ပေ သလာား 😁' 'မ ထက် ထက်' 'မ ထက် ပလာက်' 'မ ထက် 

အာား' 'မ ပပ ာက်  ူားား' 'မင်ားသာား မ ထက်' 'မန္ိှုင်ား မ ထက်' 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ  အညာ' 

 'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 'အညာ စရိိုက် မ' 'အညာ အညာ စရိိုက်' 'အရညအ်  င်ား မ ရှ'ိ 

 'အာ  အညာ အညာ' 'အာား ပပား ပေ'] 

Table 4.9 TF-IDF Values for Trigram 

  (0, 25) 0.5773502691896258 

  (0, 10) 0.5773502691896258 

  (0, 15) 0.5773502691896258 

  (1, 11) 0.7071067811865475 

  (1, 6) 0.7071067811865475 

  (2, 12) 0.3779644730092272 

  (2, 0) 0.3779644730092272 

  (2, 2) 0.3779644730092272 

  (2, 3) 0.3779644730092272 

  (2, 4) 0.3779644730092272 

  (2, 13) 0.3779644730092272 

  (2, 17) 0.3779644730092272 

 (3, 16) 0.36152911730069653 

  (3, 1) 0.36152911730069653 

  (3, 21) 0.36152911730069653 

  (3, 22) 0.36152911730069653 

  (3, 24) 0.36152911730069653 

  (3, 19) 0.36152911730069653 

  (3, 8) 0.36152911730069653 

  (3, 5) 0.2916794154657719 

  (4, 23) 0.38775666010579296 

  (4, 20) 0.38775666010579296 

  (4, 9) 0.38775666010579296 

  (4, 14) 0.38775666010579296 

  (4, 18) 0.38775666010579296 

  (4, 7) 0.38775666010579296 

  (4, 5) 0.3128396318588854 
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3. Example of combination of  unigram and bigram feature vector are as foll

ow: 

['ကကိ က်တယ'် 'ပ  ာက်' 'ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'စရိိုက်' 'စရိိုက် မ' 'ပတာင်' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 'ထက်' 

'ထက် ပတာင်' 'ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် ပလာက်' 'ထက် အာား'        

'ထက်မိိုား' 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ပေ' 'ပေ သလာား' 'ပပား' 'ပပား ပေ' 'ပပ ာက်' 'ပပ ာက်  ူားား' ' ူားား' 'မ' 

'မ ထက်' 'မ ပပ ာက်' 'မ ရှိ' 'မင်ားသာား' 'မင်ားသာား မ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား' 'မန္ိှုင်ား မ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'ရှ'ိ 

 'ပလာက်' 'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား' 'သလာား' 'သလာား 😁' 'အညာ' 'အညာ စရိိုက်' 'အညာ 

အညာ''အရညအ်  င်ား' 'အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 'အာ ' 'အာ  အညာ' 'အာား' 'အာား ပပား' 'ဦား' 

 'ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်' '😁'] 

TF-IDF Values for Unigram + Bigram 

  (0, 19) 0.38796172348814745 

  (0, 45) 0.38796172348814745 

  (0, 13) 0.38796172348814745 

  (0, 24) 0.2598224877402933 

  (0, 16) 0.3130050757045849 

  (0, 18) 0.38796172348814745 

  (0, 44) 0.38796172348814745 

  (0, 7) 0.18486583995673084 

  (0, 23) 0.21857086769566408 

  (1, 47) 0.4007361920444453 

  (1, 15) 0.4007361920444453 

  (1, 10) 0.4007361920444453 

  (1, 0) 0.4007361920444453 

  (1, 46) 0.4007361920444453 

  (1, 14) 0.4007361920444453 

  (1, 7) 0.19095294266992674 

  (2, 36) 0.26944907400220286 

  (2, 17) 0.26944907400220286 

  (3, 31) 0.23585971530637553 

  (3, 11) 0.19029013321565302 

  (3, 22) 0.23585971530637553 

  (3, 20) 0.23585971530637553 

  (3, 3) 0.23585971530637553 

  (3, 37) 0.47171943061275107 

  (3, 42) 0.23585971530637553 

  (3, 29) 0.19029013321565302 

  (3, 9) 0.15795800018011838 

  (3, 7) 0.2247768361787918 

  (3, 23) 0.1328792494410644 

  (4, 26) 0.27204489286950356 

  (4, 41) 0.27204489286950356 

  (4, 34) 0.27204489286950356 

  (4, 12) 0.27204489286950356 

  (4, 30) 0.27204489286950356 

  (4, 32) 0.27204489286950356 

  (4, 40) 0.27204489286950356 
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  (2, 2) 0.26944907400220286 

  (2, 6) 0.26944907400220286 

  (2, 8) 0.26944907400220286 

  (2, 9) 0.18045318516765887 

  (2, 28) 0.26944907400220286 

  (2, 48) 0.26944907400220286 

  (2, 35) 0.26944907400220286 

  : : 

 

  (4, 33) 0.27204489286950356 

  (4, 11) 0.2194841066331795 

  (4, 29) 0.2194841066331795 

  (4, 9) 0.18219163531619745 

  (4, 24) 0.18219163531619745 

  (4, 7) 0.3888925472396203 

  (4, 23) 0.30653069458527626 

 

 

4. Example of combination of  bigram and trigram feature vector are as follo

w: 

['ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'ပ  ာက် ပေ သလာား' 'စရိိုက် မ' 'စရိိုက် မ ပပ ာက်' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 

 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'ထက် ပတာင်' 'ထက် ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 'ထက် ထက်' 

 'ထက် ထက် ပတာင်' 'ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 

 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား မ' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'ထက် ပလာက်' 

 'ထက် ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား' 'ထက် အာား' 'ထက် အာား ပပား' 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 

 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်' 'ပေ သလာား' 'ပေ သလာား 😁' 'ပပား ပေ' 'ပပ ာက်  ူားား' 

 'မ ထက်' 'မ ထက် ထက်' 'မ ထက် ပလာက်' 'မ ထက် အာား' 'မ ပပ ာက်' 'မ ပပ ာက်  ူားား' 

 'မ ရှ'ိ 'မင်ားသာား မ' 'မင်ားသာား မ ထက်' 'မန္ိှုင်ား မ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား မ ထက်' 

 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ  အညာ' 'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား' 'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 

 'သလာား 😁' 'အညာ စရိိုက်' 'အညာ စရိိုက် မ' 'အညာ အညာ' 'အညာ အညာ စရိိုက်' 

 'အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 'အရညအ်  င်ား မ ရှ'ိ 'အာ  အညာ' 'အာ  အညာ အညာ' 'အာား ပပား' 

 'အာား ပပား ပေ' 'ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်'] 
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TF-IDF Values for Bigram+Trigram 

(0, 51) 0.39379498998448487 

 (0, 19) 0.39379498998448487 

 (0, 29) 0.39379498998448487 

 (0, 24) 0.39379498998448487 

 (0, 50) 0.39379498998448487 

 (0, 18) 0.39379498998448487 

 (0, 26) 0.26372909429700125 

 (1, 21) 0.4472135954999579 

 (1, 12) 0.4472135954999579 

 (1, 52) 0.4472135954999579 

 (1, 20) 0.4472135954999579 

 (1, 11) 0.4472135954999579 

 (2, 23) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 1) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 5) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 7) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 9) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 27) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 34) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 41) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 22) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 0) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 4) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 6) 0.2682495753279348 

 (2, 8) 0.17964986692588128 

  : : 

  (3, 10) 0.20329067258779052 

  (3, 25) 0.2519735487633456 

  (3, 30) 0.2519735487633456 

  (3, 2) 0.2519735487633456 

  (3, 42) 0.2519735487633456 

  (3, 44) 0.2519735487633456 

  (3, 48) 0.2519735487633456 

  (3, 37) 0.2519735487633456 

  (3, 13) 0.20329067258779052 

  (3, 8) 0.1687496222457695 

  (4, 47) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 40) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 17) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 28) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 36) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 14) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 32) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 46) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 39) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 16) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 35) 0.2752528320388974 

  (4, 10) 0.22207225175621895 

  (4, 13) 0.22207225175621895 

  (4, 8) 0.18434002956503603 

  (4, 26) 0.18434002956503603 
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5. Example of combination of  unigram ,bigram and trigram features are as 

follow: 

['ကကိ က်တယ'် 'ပ  ာက်' 'ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'ပ  ာက် ပေ သလာား' 'စရိိုက်' 'စရိိုက် မ' 

 'စရိိုက် မ ပပ ာက်' 'ပတာင်' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 'ပတာင် ပ  ာက် ပေ' 'ထက်' 

 'ထက် ပတာင်' 'ထက် ပတာင် ပ  ာက်' 'ထက် ထက်' 'ထက် ထက် ပတာင်' 

 'ထက် ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား' 'ထက် ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား' 

 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား မ' 'ထက် မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'ထက် ပလာက်' 'ထက် ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား' 

 'ထက် အာား' 'ထက် အာား ပပား' 'ထက်မိိုား' 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား' 'ထက်မိိုား ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်' 

 'ပေ' 'ပေ သလာား' 'ပေ သလာား 😁' 'ပပား' 'ပပား ပေ' 'ပပ ာက်' 'ပပ ာက်  ူားား' ' ူားား' 

 'မ' 'မ ထက်' 'မ ထက် ထက်' 'မ ထက် ပလာက်' 'မ ထက် အာား' 'မ ပပ ာက်' 

 'မ ပပ ာက်  ူားား' 'မ ရှ'ိ 'မင်ားသာား' 'မင်ားသာား မ' 'မင်ားသာား မ ထက်' 'မန္ိှုင်ား' 

 'မန္ိှုင်ား မ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား မ ထက်' 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ ' 'မန္ိှုင်ား အာ  အညာ' 'ရှ'ိ 

 'ပလာက်' 'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား' 'ပလာက် အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 'သလာား' 'သလာား 😁' 

'အညာ' 'အညာ စရိိုက်' 'အညာ စရိိုက် မ' 'အညာ အညာ' 'အညာ အညာ စရိိုက်' 

'အရညအ်  င်ား' 'အရညအ်  င်ား မ' 'အရညအ်  င်ား မ ရှိ' 'အာ ' 'အာ  အညာ' 'အာ  အညာ အညာ' 

'အာား' 'အာား ပပား' 'အာား ပပား ပေ' 'ဦား' 'ဦား ကကိ က်တယ်' '😁'] 
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TF-IDF Values for Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 

 

 

  (0, 71) 0.32201339860697215 

  (0, 24) 0.32201339860697215 

  (0, 40) 0.32201339860697215 

  (0, 32) 0.32201339860697215 

  (0, 70) 0.32201339860697215 

  (0, 23) 0.32201339860697215 

  (0, 37) 0.21565612596915448 

  (0, 28) 0.2597983824348725 

  (0, 31) 0.32201339860697215 

  (0, 69) 0.32201339860697215 

  (0, 10) 0.15344110979705491 

  (0, 36) 0.18141673181144607 

  (1, 27) 0.34864042110528976 

  (1, 17) 0.34864042110528976 

  (1, 73) 0.34864042110528976 

  (1, 26) 0.34864042110528976 

  (1, 16) 0.34864042110528976 

  (1, 0) 0.34864042110528976 

  (1, 72) 0.34864042110528976 

  (1, 25) 0.34864042110528976 

  (1, 10) 0.1661290286861683 

  (2, 30) 0.21940392963625183 

  (2, 3) 0.21940392963625183 

  (2, 9) 0.21940392963625183 

  (2, 12) 0.21940392963625183 

  : : 

 

(3, 47) 0.1593729226606077 

  (3, 13) 0.1322939225535182 

  (3, 10) 0.18825643097122963 

  (3, 36) 0.11128981827118893 

  (4, 65) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 55) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 22) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 39) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 49) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 19) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 43) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 64) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 54) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 21) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 48) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 52) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 63) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 53) 0.22270173156025774 

  (4, 15) 0.1796743547786879 

  (4, 18) 0.1796743547786879 

  (4, 47) 0.1796743547786879 

  (4, 13) 0.1491459451149307 

  (4, 37) 0.1491459451149307 

  (4, 10) 0.3183557050000827 

  (4, 36) 0.25093254183328983 




